SAC Van Totaled; Two Trin Students Arrested
Two Trinity students were
arrested by State Police .in
Poughkeepsie, New York after an
early morning accident last
Saturday, April 19.
According to police reports,
James Gillespie '77 was charged
with driving while intoxicated and
Criminal Possession of a controlled
substance, 7th degree (a
misdemeanor amounting to
possession of marijuana).
Another Trinity student, Major
Capers, '76, and a high school
student with them were arrested
on the criminal possession charge.
According to police all three

were later charged with ob- rather than Mt. Holyoke. Sources
structing
government
ad- at Vassar note that they had no
ministration, upon their refusal to record of such an event.
Sat. evening an appeal was made
be fingerprinted.
According to Peter Pieragostini, in Mather Dining Hall to raise bail
According to Niel Stratton,
chairman of the Student Activities money.
$150 was raised in the
Van Committee, the vehicle the about
Hall, He said he was "very
students were driving was the SAC Mather
thankful for students; they brought
van signed out at 8:13 Friday us a deep sense of appreciation to
evening for the purpose of at- those who are willing to show a
tending a cultural event at Mt. concern for others in these times."
Holyoke, Mass.
TCB alleges that Ronald
According to Eric Wright's Spencer, Dean of students, was
statement at the SAC meeting "very negligent in this case," and
Monday, students discovered after that Mohammed Jibrell, Assistant
they signed out the van that the Dean of Students was "not to be
cultural event was at Vassar, found."

THE TRINITY

They claim that both Spencer
and Jibrell" wasted much time and
offered no assistance in the matter
because Trinity would not post the
bond for the students.'
Spencer noted that the College's
statement on In Loco Parentis (p.
58-59 of the 1974-5 Student Handbook) stated that the College will
not arrange bail or provide legal
services to students in difficulty
with the law,
TCB also alleged that those
students who were arrested were
"threatened" and "made fools of
and taunted" by the police officers.
State Police officials refuse$T
comment.

TRIPOD

Stratton; speaking for TCB,
stated that TCB has "never expected authorities to give any due
assistance as far as anything is
concerned. This incident just
confirms our right to selfdetermination in our need to direct
the course of our own lives in the
collective struggle."
"We recognize that a mistake
has been made on the part of those
involved. But if anyone is without
mistake, let him stand forward.
Make no complaint to TCB as an
organization after we have shown
,.Ml*f«oiHfoi5esponsibility.,to.those in
"^fiWY
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81 Positions

SGA Sets Election Date
by Gary Morgans

residence at the Hartford campus
at least half of the upcoming
The Student
Government academic year is eligible to run for
Association will conduct elections any position, with the exception of
or all student positions on college three committees, whose memcommittees Thursday and Friday, bership restrictions are noted in
/lay i and 2, at pre-registration. their descriptions on page 4.
Nominating petitions are due Transfer, exchange, and visiting
Thursday and Friday, April 24 and students are also eligible to run.
5, in Mather Hall. Eighty-eight
positions are to be filled. The
The
Election
Committee
vailable positions are described
recommends that each candidate
• n page 4.
Any full-time undergraduate at submit a written statement of not
'rinity who expects to be in more than 100 words to the Tripod
this weekend for each position
applied for. Statements should be
typed, double-spaced, and the total
words counted and written on top
of the statement. Statements will
be printed alang wtfh the sampler
ballot, April 29, and "must be
received at the Tripod office by 7
President Theodore D.
pm, Sunday, April 27.
Lockwood was hospitalized
last Thursday morning with a
To appear on the ballot, a
case of viral pericarditis, an
nominating petition must be
inflammation
of
the
submitted. The petition must
pericardial sac. He was
contain the petitioner's name,
released Friday from Hartclass, box number, phone, and the
ford Hospital and spent the
position applied for. Only one
weekend recovering in his
position may be listed on a petition.
home.
Students desiring to run for more
than one position must submit a
President Lockwood plans
valid petition for each position.
to follow a light work schedule
There is no official "nominating
for the next two weeks.
petition" form.

Hospitalized

*«*"•

(photo by Steve Roberts)
People's
B i c e n t e n n i a l Celebration in Concord, Mass.
The Tripod was there - see pages 10-11.

All nominating petitions must
include the signatures of fifteen
(15) full-time undergraduates
presently enrolled at Trinity. An
individual's signature may appear
on more than one petition for the
same office, and may appear on
one candidate's petitions for a
series of offices. Any petition that
does not-meet the above criteria
will be declared invalid.

(Continued on page 4)

['Referendum
1
Posses
The referendum to reorganize
.student, government passed last
Thursday and Friday by;a vote of
628 to 78. A total of 700 students
voting was required for passage,
which means that the referendum
succeeded by a nar
vote
margin.
Under tfie new system, the
Student Government Association
CSGA) will be the central governing body for Trinity students. It
will serve as an appeals body to the
newly consolidated
Budget
Committee and Mather Board of
Governors. The SGA will also have
a liason on most faculty and
trustee committees.

Lockwood Creates Committee on Minority Relations
by Hillary R. Bercovici
President Theodore D. Lockwood has created a council of
students, faculty, alumni, and'
administrators to deal with the
problems of special concern to
minority students on campus. ••*
The function of the council is
understood lo be that of a research
and advisory body. It will be
examining various aspects of
minority student life at Trinity and
will attempt to discuss issues
relevant to the problems that these
students encounter while on
campus.
The council composed of faculty
members John A. Brown, Asst.
Prof, of Religion and Director of
Intercultural Studies Program,
Noroen L. Dulz, Asst. Prof, of
Sociology, Donald B. Galbraith,
Associate Prof, of Biology, Robert
Lindsay, Prof, of Physics and
Secretary of the Faculty, -and
Ralph E. Walde, Asst. Prof, of
Mathematics, students Raymond
Albo, '76, Jeffrey C. Chin, class of
'6, Charles E. Gooley, '75, Jeanne
L. Horn, class of '77, Alumnr
mncisco L. Borges, Benjamin
poster Jr., Allyn A. Martin, Joanne
''-Pps, and Lambert Oberg.

Serving the council as nonmember administrators whose
experience might be of value to the
efforts and research of the
members concerned are Thomas
A. Smith, Vice President of the
College, J. Ronald Spencer, Dean
of Students, and Mohamed Jibrell,
Assistant Dean of Students, Both
Spencer and Jibrell are current
faculty members as well as serving in their administrative
positions.
One student position on the
council remains unfilled. Smith
said that certain individuals were
presently being considered and
that a decision is expected in the
near future.
Smith cited the importance of the
council's image not being one of
just "another committee." He
pointed to the fact that the
members of the council were
genuinely concerned about race
relations on campus, and that they
were looking toward effective
action arising out of the recommendations they expected to make
to the President.
Smith noted that "much of this
issue is presently handled; by the

administration," and that' 'it won't
get far if it's left as an ad- ~
ministrative issue. Smith saw the
council as a method of getting
racial issues "into a broader
arena."
\

-

• '

Asked if he thought the council
could be expected to represent a
concrete step toward und^rstanding and effective action,
Smith said he was realistically

hopeful that time will show the
benefits of such a group. He cited
grounds for such realistic hope in
the fact that the council effectively
uses the time of the interested

•

ThVOay of the Strike, observed April 17, resulted in some
answers t o "Why a Strike," the theme of a campaign led by
^ s ' f o p progressive social change.
See ^orKon Page 2, , .<••: .,. -.. ; ^ ^ b y ^y* R o b e r t s )
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Lectures, Workshops Highlight Strike
by Scotte Gordon
and Kenny Grossman
The Day of the Strike, observed
April 17, resulted in some answers
to "Why a Strike?", the theme of
the campaign led by Trinity
Students for Progressive Social
Change.
Approximately 200-300 students
boycotted classes April 17 to attend
lectures and workshops on the
Quad. All activities addressed U.S.
intervention abroad, focusing on
Indochina.
The day opened with a 6:30 a.m.
dawn vigil attended by about
twenty-five strikers. The service
consisted of readings on Indochina.
At mid-morning, Mac Margolis
began the lectures, speaking on
"The Necessity of a Strike".
Margolis who is twenty seven
years old said that his generation
was most severely scarred by the

Vietnamese culture, and in the
process, destroying the morale of
the U.S.," Luce explained.
In 1970, accompanied by two U.S.
Congressmen, Luce discovered 480
sub-ground Tiger Cages. Most of
the assortment of Buddhist monks,
artists and students in the four by
ten foot cages were sick, some
were paralyzed and all were
starving.
Luce revealed that money to
build the cages came from
American donations to "Food for
Peace", and that the companies
that supply Saigon and PhnomPenh with the cages are located
across the United States.
Regarding the Babylif4 Luce
emphatically stated • "I do not
support it." He explained that
contrary to American belief, most

Students gather at aawn on the Quad to discuss morning
vigil.
(Photo by Al Moore)
Vietnam tragedy. He feels,
however, that the war is a continuing part of our lives. "Therein
lies the necessity for the strike," he
concluded. "Hard questions and
commitments are sorely needed
here at Trinity—and this strike is
only the beginning," Margolis
emphasized. He noted that the
strike can be a beginning in an
effort to reassert our voices in a
collective action, to improve the
quality of our education, arid to
protest further American support
of South Vietnam and other dictatorships. '
Don Luce, discussed his past
experiences, present conditions,
and future prospects in Vietnam to
an attentive audience. Luce spent
fourteen years in North and South
Vietnam. He is noted for his
discovery of the Tiger Cages in
South Vietnamese prisons, and is
currently head of Clergy and Laity
Concerned.
Luce began by discussing his
personal growth during the
fourteen year period, from an
agricultural expert working for
International Voluntary Services
in Indochina to being one of the
most committed anti-war activists.
He originally went to Vietnam in
i958. "I went supporting U.S.
Policy," he recalls, "I thought we
were supporting saving Vietnam
from communism." The experiences of friends and villagers
changed his perspective- "This
kind of thing politicized me, I
realized we were destroying

of the Vietnamese orphans have
parents in Vietnam. Vietnamese
mothers are often forced to drop
their children at the local orphanage, and hope to return for

them when they are able to provide
food and shelter. "We are taking
children with parents," he
stressed. "Their kids are their
most precious resource today."
"If we were really concerned
with the kids, we would stop the
bombing—it seems we had no
concern for them through the
war," Luce stated. He also cited
that the U.S. ignored the dangers of
transporting the orphans in a C-5A
plane, grounded in 1971 because it
was unsafe.
•
Speaking to the strikers on the
Quad, Luce advised that their most
important contribution would be
what they did after the strike. "We
must spread the concern over the
150,000 that have been killed (since
Kissinger received the Peace
Prize, he noted) and the thousands
more that will be killed. If we
continue to work on it the violence
will cease."
Luce suggested that students
should communicate their concern
through letters to congressmen,
newspapers, and meetings with
.other people. "In a more active
sense, it may even mean Civil
Disobedience. In the long run
however, it will mean changing our
lifestyle to become more aware of
the plight of war and hunger victims."
"No more aid!", Luce stressed,
"We cannot continue to furnish
bombs to a regime in Saigon that
has destroyed its own villages." He
favors a bill that advocates
complete elimination of all
military aid.
Luce would support aid for help
in reconstruction if the Vietnamese
requested it. "I think the Vietnamese want reconciliation," he
said. "They want to. get their
refugee professionals back to the
country to begin strengthening the
culture and economy."
After the morning series of
lectures, the strikers broke up into
small groups to participate in one
of three workshops conducted
simultaneously on the Quad.
One of the. workshops, "The
History of the Student'Moverhent",
was lead by the Revolutionary
Student Brigade, a student activist
organization from U. Conn. They
summarized left-wing student
activism . during the past twenty
years.
.
In particular, issues of the '60's
were discussed, including anti-war
and Civil Rights demonstrations.
The Student Brigade summarized
their position as being firmly
against the system, their goals
being to aid the oppressed people
at home and abroad. Their
enemies are what they called
Monopolistic Capitalism and
Imperialism.
Andriana Falcon attracted many
students to her workshop on Chile
and U.S. intervention. Ms. Falcon

Don Luce, currently head of Clergy and Laity Concerned, is
noted for his discovery of 480 Tiger Cages in South Vietnamese
prisons.
(Photo by Steve Roberts)
is a Chilean exile who left her
homeland when the Allende
government fell. She related the
political history of Chile before and
after Allende. The dialogue which
resulted from the discussion
seemed to determine that different
Chilean social groups and classes
have varied conceptions of the preAllende and post-Allende periods.
Presently, Ms. Fajcon lives in
Hartford and is active in
organizing the Spanish community
into a viable political force.
A third workshop, "Non-violence
and Resistance", received an
enthusiastic response. Two Hartford" residents Deb" by Daniell and
John Bach were the group leaders.
They have been war resisters for
many years/They lived with the
Berrigans and have been arrested
many times at anti-war demonstrations. Bach was imprisoned for
thirty-five months for refusing
induction in the Army, and both
are currently under bench
warrant.
The workshop began with a
definition of non-violence. "Non-

\

violence has nothing to, do with
passivity or neutrality," Bath
emphasized. "Rather it is the
confrontation of established institutions and all the "ism'sracism, 'sexism etc." Oh a higher
level, non-violence is a way of lifeit applies to everything, he added.
Daniell cautioned against
making token gestures and acts of
charity. She too emphasized that
non-violence and resistance must
be a political re-emphasis, a rearrangement of lifestyle. •
"Trinity .3 the first framework
we can work within," Bach said.
He suggested that the first rallying
point for -Trinity students might
take the form of a no-violent
resistance against the telephone
tax.
In 1966, Lyndon B. Johnson
approved the addition of a 7 1/2%
surcharge on consumer telephone
bills to raise revenue for more
military aid to purchase weaponry
for the war. Bach noted that
Johnson assured the public that the
tax would be abolished with the end
of the war, yet it is still in effect.
Bach suggested that a collective
group of resisters could get
together and refuse to pay the tax,
and then contribute the money they
would save to an alternate source.
The afternoon lectures resumed
with Roger Williams, a professor
of East Asian Studies, at Central
Connecticut State College, who
presented his view of the U S. in
China and Vietnam.
The thrust of his discussion was
that the United States should move
towards a positive approach in
Indochina. "I'm suggesting that as
a country, we should stand for
something instead of against,
become proponents instead of
opponents," Williams explained.
The beginning would be a
recognition of the Cambodian
government and it's successor, he
feels.
Williams is particularly concerned about the future of Korea,
lie explained that Korean citizens
are unable lo criticize the government, even outside the country.
"We should begin to worry about
Korea. If we don't do something
positive for social reform there
now, we may have another
Southeast Asia," he predicted.

(Coptinued on page 4)
During Thursday's strilce over 200 Trinity students turned
out to hear speaker Don Luce. (Photo by Steve Roberts)
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Robbins Resigns

College Seeks New Career Counseling Director
by Jeff Dufresne
providing information on the job
Paula Robbins, Director of market, maintaining a library of
Career Counselling, will leave her career related information, and
post in August. Steps to select a coordinating recruiting visits of
Qualified replacement for the graduate schools and company
forthcoming academic year are representatives.
The director must supervise the
underway.
With the influx of nearly fifteen collection and dissemination of
completed joh applications a day, letters of recommendations for
College Vice President Thomas students and alumnae for graduate
Smith claimed thrt he was and professional- training, and will
generally pleased with the also work with at least one intern
response and remarked that there from a nearby graduate school.
A knowledge of the goals of a
should be a good pool of applicants
private liberal arts college and the
from which to choose.
The application closing date is ability to communicate with a
May 7, after which Smith, broad constituency are among the
President Theodore Lockwood, necessary qualifications for the
other administrators, and a group post, Smith stated. He further
of students will review each ap- added that the director must be a
plication during a thirty to forty- member of the prd-law, prefive day screening period and then medical and pre-business school
select five or six candidates for advisory committees, and will
personal interviews. The final date ' share the counselling responsibility in this area with faculty
of appointment is August 1.
According to Smith, the position members. The director will also
in close coordination with the
involves the responsibility for work
Office
of the College Counsellor
counselling
undergraduate
students on career objectives, and Clinical Psychologist.

Softball for Charity
On Sunday, April 27th,
starting at noon, Trinity
College, in conjunction with
radio station WDRC and the
.Greater Hartford Emergency
Food Bank, will stage a
Marathon Softball Game to be
played from noon till dusk on
the Quad. The purpose of the
game is to raise funds to help
feed the hungry people within
the Greater Hartford Community, after welfare and food
stamp programs have' been
exhausted.
The softball game has been
worked into -the College's
Spring Weekend festivities by
an indeph group of students as
the concluding event. Though
the game will not be strictly
organized, the school has been
roughly divided between
North and South campus,
dormitory teams, and the
fraternities.
To raise funds, donations
are being solicited from civic
groups and churches in the
community on a per inning
basis. It is hoped that the
students,
faculty,
administration and staff will also
want to contribute to this
project in a similar manner.
This week, the college community will be asked for
pledges or contributions
through the mail, with an
enclosed donation form.

Proceeds from this event
will go' to the Community
Renewal Team's Greater
Hartford Emergency Pood
Bank, which distributes food
to hungry families throughout
the area. This organization is
overseen by a Board of
Commissioners which includes State Consumer
Protection Commissioner
Mary Heslin, Hartford's
Mayor George Athanson,
WTIC's Brad Davis and John
Sablon, and executives of
radio station WDRC.
This event affords Trinity
College and the Hartford
Community an excellent
opportunity to work together
on a project which wil] benefit
everyone involved.
Match-Ups for Marathon
Softball Game
North vs. South
Jarvis vs. Jackson, 12:00
High Rise vs. Elton, 12:30
WDRC vs. Faculty, 1:00
Allen Place, 90-92 Vern. vs.
196, 216 New Britain, 1:30
Goodwin, Woodward, Cook vs.
SmithCrescent,2:00
Wheaton vs. North Campus,
2:30
Seabury vs. Jones, 3:00
Northam vs. Omega Phi Psi,
3:30
DKE vs. PKE, 4:00
St. A's vs. Psi U, 4:30
Crow vs. AD, 5:00

Roman Reunion
A reunion dinner for all students who have participated on the Trinity
College/Rome Campus program in the past three years was held at DKE
Saturday night, April 19. George Roberts prepared spaghetti alia carbonara, zuchini, insalata misto, bracholli, and gelati for the 100 students
who attended. Numerous bottles of Cabernet and Lambrusco vino were
also served. Many thanks to Peter Killiani for organizing the reunion.

As a result of the March 12 SGA counsellors; one to specialize in
meeting concerning the issue of jobs and the other in graduate
reorganization of the Career schools, and relocating the Career.
Counselling office, numerous Counseling Office to a more central
recommendations were raised by j and southwesterly location.
the association and submitted to
In response to these suggestions,
President Lockwood for. his con- Smith said the College is not
sideration.
budgeted to have two people to fill
The SGA's proposals include the position, and that all major
both staffing the office with two modifications of the counselling

office will fall under the discretion
of the new director.
Because of the strong concern
exhibited by the SGA concerning
;-the College's career counselling
service,' a specified group of
students will participate in the
interviewing of candidates for the
position, and in the final decision
making process.

CEE Sponsors Tree Planting
The Committee on the Environment and Energy (CEE) is
sponsoring an afternoon of treepldnting on Fri., April 25. Participants are to meet about 1 p.m.
by Buildings and Grounds. If they
arrive late, they should "track
down a person who appears to be
an organizer," says Thomas Lips,
a member of CEE.
According to Dr. Francis Egan,
another member of CEE, Earth
Week, being held the third week in
April, developed out of the great
rise in interest in environmental
issues that was evident in the latter
part of the 1960's. Earth Day
originally occurred at this same
time, but has since been moved up
to the first day of spring.
Buildings and Grounds is supplying greenery, supervision, and
equipment for the event. Director
Riel Crandall stated that the plans
for the ^ day will depend on the
amount of money he can spend,
and the number of people who
become involved. Funding is
coming from B&G's budget.
There was a suggestion that the
SAC should add • to this sum.

Crandall, however, has not
received word on whether this
proposal was ever brought to their
attention, and if it was, what their
reaction was.
Tentatively, Crandall proposes
to plant trees around the Central
Power plant, and restore the
shrubs near the all-weather tennis
courts. He said that he would also
attempt to transplant the trees on
the west side of Mather around to
the east side. This would be done in
anticipation of the projected
construction that is to be done on
the building.
He is apprehensive, in that it
may be too late in the season for
this last project to be done suecessfully; plants survive a move
best when they are still dormant.
Crandall said that he is open to
any suggestions that fit into B&G's
long term plans. He maintains that
a college's landscape long remains
in a person's memory. Therefore,
every attempt should be made to
make it as attractive as possible.
Lips requested that interested
people sign the list at Mather front
desk, so that there can be an ac-

curate gauge of the numbers who
will be involved. "This is not
restricted to student effort," and
he invited faculty and administrators to participate.
If there is much support applied
to this "non-debatable, issueless
cause," it may become an annual
affair, he stated.
This is not the first time that
Earth Week has been celebrated at
Trinity. There were scheduled
events five years ago. In 1972, trees
and grass were planted, and this
method of commemoration served
as the model for Friday's project.
Neither Lips nor Crandall felt
that the plans conflict with Spring
Weekend. Lips thought that it
might make- the participants
"more considerate" towards their
surroundings.
The men also inferred that for
those who see no purpose in the
festivities of the Weekend, helping
to plant trees could be a way 'ofproviding one.
"It can get people committed to
thinking about the environment,"
said Lips.
.

SAC Hears Budget Appeals
On Friday, April 18, the Budget
Committee, an auxiliary committee to the Student" Activities
(SAC)
recommended
the
allocation listed below. The Budget
Committee appeals were due in the
to the Student Government Office
at 3:00 p.m. yesterday.
Once an appeal is made the SAC
will decide which appeals merit
budget alterations. The SAC is tfie
ultimate appeals body in all
financing appeals involving funds
over $400.
The money used in the budget
allocations is the money collected
each year as the Student Activities
Fee, which last year totaled $67.50
per student. This year the Budget
Committee recommended that the
Student Activities fee remain the
same for the 1975-76 school year.
. Appeals will be made- for the
remainder of this week and all of
next week. James Essey, Chairman of the SAC stressed that these
are not the final budget allotments
for the academic year.
All SAC appeals meetings are
open to the College community.

Tentative 1975-76
Budget Summary
AISEC
AISAN ORGANIZATION
BAND
CERBERUS
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
CONCERT CHOIR
FOLK SOCIETY
FREE SPIRIT
HILLEL
IVY
JESTERS
LAVOZLATINA
MBOG
OD SQUAD
PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SMAT
SGA
SGO
REPUBLICANS
REVIEW
TCB
TCBWO
TRIPOD
TWO
VAN
WATERPOLO
WRTC
YACHTCLUB
YOUNG DEMOCRATS
CONTINGENCY
I.D. CARDS
RESERVE CONTINGENCY
TOTAL ALLOCATION

$

395

885
1,040

350
145
2,530
1,560

610
2,450
9,735
1,500

995
18,000
1,220

327
15,000

450
2,520
2,400

66
2,480
12,095
1,385
13,061
2,500
1,857

432
13,717

280
230
6,000
1,000
6,000
123,215

Post Office
Students are requested to check coming to the Post Office this
with the Post Office about in- summer will not be forwarded but
forming magazine publishers of will ibe disposed of.
summer addresses. All magazines
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Student Government Positions Available
Student Government Association
(twenty-seven positions)
The
Student
Government
Association is comprised of thirty-six
students, nine of whom are freshmen
elected in the fall.
The SGA is the general student
representative body. It concerns
itself with all issues relating to
student life -- primarily oncampus
issues. It sets Budget Committee and
Mather Hall Board of Governors
policy, and acts as a review board for
all Budget Committee and MHBOG
decisions. The SGA allocates the
$110,000 students activities fund,
"acting upon the recommendations of
the Budget Committee. It recognizes
all campus organizations, approves
constitutions, and adjudicates
complaints
involving
student
organizations. It recommends policy
for the administration of Mather Hall
and related facilities.
Three members of the Budget
Committee and six members of MHBOG are appointed by and from the
SGA. The SGA also appoints one
student, from among its membership, to the Academic Affairs
Committee, College Affairs Committee, Curriculum Committee,
Board of Inquiry, Board of Recon
sideration, and Athletic Advisory
Committee. It also appoints the full
student membership of several other
committees, Including the Parking
Appeals Board, and Space Use
Committee.
The
Student
Government
Association is responsible for conducting all student elections, and sets
all election rules. In the past it has
worked on the issues of student
representation on the Board of
Trustees, the expansion and
renovation of Mather Hall, the expected
establishment
of
a
Rathskellar on campus, the improvement of college medical
facilities, the improvement of
campus security, the quality of food
services at Trinity/ and various
political issues. Twice annually, the
SGA
publishes
the
Course
; • e v a l u a t i o n . ' ' - • • • • ' , " . • ? ' ; : • *;•;<• : : V ' ? ' \ : ' " " ' J '••"•*-

Budget Committee (twelve
positions)
The Budget Committee is composed of twelve elected students,
three liasons from the SGA, and two
administrators. The Budget Com
mittee is the student finance committee, responsible for coordinating
student activities, allocating the
$110,000 student'activities fund, and
approving student organization
checks. All decisions made by the
Budget Committee are subject to
review by the SGA. Meetings are held
at least weekly and membership
requires a lage investment of time.
Mather Board of Governors
(eighteen positions)
Mather Board of Governors
(MBOG) is the student^ social

programming committee, responsible for providing a balanced
schedule of diverse social and
cultural activities to appeal to the
varied interests of the Trinity College
community.
MBOG. is made up of eighteen
elected upperclassmen, six elected
freshman, six liasons from the SGA,
and the Assoc. Dean of Student
Services. MBOG is divided into four
major subcommittees: concert and
dance, lectures, cultural events, and
small activities. Since MHOB
presents a large number of social
events, a responsible and active
.- membership is needed.
Academic Affairs Committee (two
positions)
The Academic Affairs Committee
deals with the formulation and application of academic procedures and
regulations. Specific areas of its
jurisdiction include: cases of
plagerism and academic dishonesty,
the application of faculty rules on
academic standing, voting to require
withdrawals for academic reasons
and to approve readmission of
persons required to withdraw for
adacemic reasons, grading • standards and pass-fail, and overseeing
the admissions process.
The committee is composed of
three students, six faculty, and three
administrators. The proceedings of
the committee are strictly confidential and student members are
expected to attend the usually weekly
meetings, vote seriously on cases of
academic dishonesty, and participate on the subcommittees which
deal with particular areas.
College Affairs Committee (two
positions)
The College Affairs Committee is
comprised of four faculty, four
students, the Dean of Students, and
the Director of Buildings and
Grounds.
This committee makes recommendations aimed at improving all
areas of student life, createsprograms to facilitate improved
faculty-student relations, and acts asv
a student' grievance committee on
matters pertaining to student affairs
and residential life. Specific items
that the committee has dealt with in
the past include usage of Mather
Campus, operation of the Bookstore,
and dispensation of the
parking
violations fund. The committee has
also sponsored a series of studentfaculty parties.
Board of Inquiry
(three positions)
The Board of Inquiry Panel is
composed of three students who have
been enrolled and on campus for at
least four semesters, three administrators, and three . tenured
faculty members. No student may
serve on the Board of Inquiry and
Board of Reconsideration con-.
currently.

• • . SGA Elections
(Continued from page 1)

8 p.m. in the Student Government
Nominating petitions are to be Office. No appeal will be allowed
submitted on Thursday April 24 or after 8 p.m. April 29 regarding
Friday April 25 between the hours listing on the ballot.
of 9 a. in. and 6 p.m., in the locked
Elections will be held bn Thurpetition box at the Mather Hall sday and Friday, May Ir2 at preFront Desk. Absolutely no petitions registration, in the Washington
will be accepted before 9 a.m. April Room. Ballots may be cast by
24 or alter 6 p.m. April 25, unless eligible voters (undergraduates to
there are significant extenuating be enrolled next year) from 9:00
circumstances. Potential can- a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Students are
didates are advised as to the in- entitled to vote for two-thirds to the
flexibility of this rule, and are closest whole number of available
strongly urged to meet the petition positions for each office, except for
deadlines.
the SGA, where each person may
• Students submitting petitions cast no more than seven votes.
will be notified by mail on Satur- Candidates receiving the largest
day morning (April 26) as to number of votes will shall be
whether or not their petitionCs) has declared winners; however, vicbeen
accepted.
Rejected tory as a write-in candidate shall
petitioners will also be contacted also require a minimum of fifimmediately Friday evening. teen (15) votes.
Appeals will be allowed l p.m. to 2
Information on absentee ballots
p.m. Saturday April 26 in the can
be obtained through the
Student Government Office. After Student
Government Office.
2 p.m. April 26, no further appeals
The Election Committee enwill be allowed.
courages campaigning for those
The official (sample) ballot will who wish to. No campaign for any
be printed in the Tripod of April 29. candidate for any office may spend
It is the responsibility of every over $50 in its activities.
accepted petitioner to make sure
The Chairperson of the Elections
that (s)he is correctly listed on the Committee is Gary Morgans, and
ballot. If a mistake has been made, any problems or questions conthe Elections Committee must be cerning the election should be
notified that evening from 6 p.m. to directed* to him1.
.. •

Curriculum Committee
(three positions)
The Curriculum Committee is
composed of four students, nine
faculty members, and three members of the administration.
The committee's overall concern is
with the operation of the college
curriculum. Within this framework it
performs several specific functions.
All courses and their descriptions
must be approved by the committee.
This function, while often routine,
allows the committee to determine
the 'resource allocation' of the
faculty by deciding what courses will
be taught each term. The Curriculum
Committee must approve all Open
Semester projects,, student-taught
courses, ' individually
tailored
majors, and new majors (e.g.,
Dance).
It
establishes
the
requirements for the degree •minimum course credits, and any
distributional requirements. It also
considers the effective functioning of
the advising system. The committee
concerns itself with a myriad of other
issues relating to the curriculum, and
is deemed one of the more important
committees by the faculty.
Financial Affairs Committee
(two positions)
The Financial Affairs Committee is
composed of two students, six faculty
members, and five members of the
administration.
The Financial Affairs Committee's
function is to annually review the
preliminary
college ' budget,
prepared by the President's Office,
before submission to the trustees.
While the committee does not undertake a complete and exhaustive
review of ths budget, it does try to
generally allign the college's fiscal
priorites. This year, -one of the
committee's major tasks was to
examine the budget and recommend
where a necessary $200,000 budget
cut should fall. The committee does
not generally concern itself with the
long range fiscal plans of the college.
Student input on a limited range of
issues can be quite significant.
Buildings and Grounds Committee
(two positions)
The Buildings and Grounds
Committee is composed of approximately six trustees,' .two
students, the President, the VicePresident, and the Director of
Buildings and Grounds.
The Buildings and Grounds
Committee concern itself with major
decisions relating, to the physical
plant of Trinity College. The routine
functioning of B&C or other related
departments is generally left to the
administration. Most committee
time this year has been spent on the
questions of the $300,000 expansion
and renovation of.Mather Hall,; the
$100,000 Williams Memorial electrical modernization project; the
future construction of a new heating
plant; the purchase of new college
property; the plight of the elms on
the Quad (Dutch Elm disease); and
the location of new parking lots on
campus. Student Input on some
questions is large, on other minimal,
but is generally quite welcome.
Student power on the committee is
augmented by the fact that several of
the other m'ne members often find it.
difficult to attend meetings.
Capital Campaign Committee (one
position)
The responsibility of this committee is to oversee the planning and
implimentation of Trinity's current
campaign for $12 million tostrengthen faculty, scholarship, and
the library. Membership consists of
"eight trutees, the President, a
representative from the faculty, a
student, a parent, and two alumni.
Meetings . are held approximately
every other month., The student's
duties include representing the
viewpoint of students and serving as
a liason between the committee and
the student body.
Academic Dishonesty Board of
Appeals
(three positions)
The Academic Dishonesty Board of
Appeals (ADBA) is made up of six
faculty members and four students.
No student may serve on both the
ADBA and the Academic Affairs
Committee.
The ADBA serves as an appeals
board in cases of academic
dishonesty to the Academic Affairs
Committee. The Committee meets in
closed session, and is convened infrequently.

ConnPiRG
(five positions)
The Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group (ConnPiRG) is a
student-directed,
student-financed
organization for social change, independent of any colleges or other
groups. The five elected students will
comprise Trinity's Board of Directors, and two students will be appointed'to represent Trinity students
on the ConnPiRG State Board of
Directors, which is composed of
students from six Connecticut
colleges. The State Board allocates
funds, decides areas of concern fro
ConnPiRG,
and
hires
the
professional staff (director, lawyers,
lobbyists, etc.) The Trinity Board is
responsible for representing the
feelings of Trinity students, overseeing ConnPIRG's activities on
campus, and helping Trinity students
with projects.
Trinity College Council
The Trinity College Council is
officially designated as an advisory
body to the President.
It is composed of eight students, four
administrators, eight faculty and one
parent. The TCC has studied and
reported on such controversial issues
as the quota, the day care center
proposal, and financial aid to
athletes. However, in the past two
years, the student, faculty, and
administrator members interest in
the TCC has declined. Many of the
present student members agree that
the value of the TCC depends on
whether any crucial issues, of interest to all members of the College
community,
emerge.
Student
members of the TCC and of the SGA
agree that it would.be better to appoint interested students when such
issues develop. Therefore, pending
further study, the student elections or
appointments to the TCC will be
conducted next Fall.

Library Committee
(two positions)
The Board of Trustees Library
Committee is composed of two
students, and several administrators
and trustees. It makes recommendations to the entire Board
concerning broad issues of library
policy, including physical development of the library, resource
allocation within the library, delivery
of library services, and general
matters of concern about the library
to the college community. The
committee meets approximately
twice annually.
. Student Life Committee
(two positions)
The Trustee Student Life Com- •
mittee membership includes two
students, and several members of the
Board of Trustees and the administration. The- committee is
concerned in general with the quality
of student life at Trinity. It meets
infrequently throughout the year.
Athletic Advisory Board (two
positions)
The Athletic Advisory Board
serves as an advisory board to the
Director of Athletics on all matters
pertaining to athletics at Trinity
College. Specifically, it approves
athletic awards, and recommends
the conferring of varsity status. This
committee is composed of three
faculty,
three
students, the
President, the Director of Athletics,
alumni, and parents. Meetings are
held
approximately
fwice a
semester.
Board of Reconsideration
(two positions)
The Board of Reconsideration
Panel is composed of two seniors, two
administrators, and two tenured
faculty members. No student may
serve on the Board of Reconsideration and Board of Inquiry
concurrently.

. . . Strike!
twelve "revolutionary" ways. We
might also see Bicentennial toilet
Williams expressed some hope seats and a revival of Walt Disney
for the Marcos dictatorship in the character Mickey Mouse, comPhillippines. He pointed out plete with a fife and drum in hand.
however, that the Phillippines will
Cretaro r-ggested that Trinity's
take some time to sort things out. a n n o u n c e d
Bicentennial
They want reform and revolution celebration should not be just
without bloodshed. "Marcos is another costume party. Rather,
giving them this option—he has the celebration should reflect
had enough war. But if necessary continuing judgements on Trinity
he'll go that route again."
values. He suggested plays, films,
Williams concluded that it is1 and concerts following the 1776
imperative for the American motif.
people to persuade the U.S. adSonny San Juan, a professor ot
ministration that our country has a English and Third World
future in foreign involvement, but Literature at U. Conn, spoke on
that it will not rely on force and "The Plight of the Phillipines." He
money but rather on the ability for summarized the Imperialist
social betterment abroad.
history of the Phillipines and exCliff Rosenthal, representing the plained the U.S. role as an opConnecticut Food Day Coalition, pressive force.
presented a short unscheduled talk
Peter Jessop, a student coorthat coincided with Food Day, dinator of the strike, judged it a
April 17,
success. He used the word "sucHe discussed upcoming plans for cessful" in a contextual manner,
the Food Day Exhibit that will be noting that circumstances are very
held April 20 at the Bushnell different now than in the '60's.
Church in Hartford. The theme of
This kind of event was judged
tl.e show is "Food for people, not quantitatively then, and deemed a
for profits!". It will include" success by numbers only. "Today
demonstrations on - low-cost we must ju,dge the success of the
nutritious meals, methods to start Strike Day by the high paror join a food co-op and in- ticipation of those who attended,
formation on food stamps.
Jessop stressed.
All the presentations are planned
Jessop said the significance of
to display alternatives to the strike is in its indication that
"agribusiness" in America. the climate at Trinity has changed.
Rosenthal defined "agribusiness" "We created the beginning of
as huge corporations who have political activity this year, perhaps
grabbed control of our food motivating a core committed to
producing capacity by driving continual action."
small farmers out of business and
Jessop notes that the local media
driving up food prices in stores.
placed too much emphasis on the
Ron Cretaro gave a talk entitled aspects of the "sun-soaked Quad
"Alternatives to the Bicentennial and the "teach-in" aspects of the
Celebration". Cretaro is an active strike. He says the most important
member of the People's Bicen- aspect was in the fact that "people
tennial
Commission.
had their bodies out there in op1
His main point was that the position to Ford's request for
celebration as it is now planned military aid. We should not allow
reflects many problems in this the nostalgia of the 60's to carry too
country. In particular, he says the far," he cautioned.
celebration should not be exploited
Those who worked on the strike
by big business.
were not disappointed. Jessop said
Cretaro doesn't doubt that that many were heartened by the
"Wonder Bread", a subsidiary of response, showing that Trinity
ITT, will come out with "1776" students did care enough to alter
bread which builds strong bodies their usual routine. • •

(Continued from page 2)
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Race Relations: The Administrative Question
by Hillary R. Bercovici
On Thurs., April 18, this staff
correspondent was granted an
interview with Thomas A. Smith,
Vice President of the College, and
Adron Keaton, 75. The topic of
discussion was a proposal
suggested by Keaton that a new
administrative position be" instituted to work uniquely with the
issue of race relations on campus.
Keaton stressed that such a
position needs to be filled by a
sensitive, honestly-concerned
individual who would have the
ability to speak to and recognize
both sides of any given racial issue
or problem.
This administrator would be
someone whose main job tyould be
to not only deal effectively with
major confrontations, but also, and
even more importantly, to be able
to "see the smoke before the fire"
and sit down with both sides of any
given dispute of a racial nature.
Smith cited the autonomy of the
faculty as an important factor in
the potential success or failure of
such an administrator's function.
He admitted doubts that the
faculty would respond favorably to"
such an individual, shared what he
felt to be a faculty consensus that
such an administrator would place
a gap between the desired one-toone relationship between faculty
member and student.

unbiased separation of "the wheat
from the chaff." He felt this would
be best accomplished by an individual sensitive to both the needs
and complaints of both parties
involved, and saw. this position as
being filled by exactly the office he
was proposing.

He pointed to his own experience
and that of other administrators in
this area, saying that both sides
are often angry at the middle man
and that being in such a position
can not only hinder efforts of
reconciliation, but can be extremely taxing and frustrating. "I

I really see much of this problem
as needed to be dealt with on the
advisor's level," said Smith. He
indicated that students need to
take full advantage of their advisors, especially when problems
CQrhe up.
Keaton responded that the
suggested administrator might be
more qualified to deal with racial
problems, in that he would be
specializing in this area.
Smith mentioned that were the
proper education provided to the
advisors in this area, they too could
be effective in calming racial
tension, at least on the facultystudent level.
Smith said, "We don't want to.
isolate the racial issue in one office" and suggested that this move
might be detrimental to the goal of
understanding across campus.
Keaton replied this would not be
the case if the individual were
wouldn't want to put one guy in doing his job, as he would need to
that position," said Smith.
keep the issues right out in the
community were he to expect any
He went on to refer to President real results from his efforts.
Lockwood's recent establishment
In reference to Smith's comment
of a Special Council on Minority
Students (see p. 1) as a positive that "ombudsmen are generally
•step toward achieving a degree of sidestepped when it comes to
understanding and communication major issues," Keaton said he
on campus. "I don't believe a agreed that there are many
single individual can move in this problems that will need to end up
on some authoritative adway in the college," said Smith.
ministrator's desk, but that this
Keaton endorsed the President's
action as a positive one, saying he
was hopeful that some solid
recommendations could come out
of the council's meetings.

Smith: "We-don't want

to isolate (this) issue
in one office"
Smith then suggested what he
felt to be an important point to
consider. He mentioned that the
effectiveness of such an administrator
would
require
someone that has experience.
He also noted that the college
already
has
several
administrators highly-qualified to
deal with such issues.
He added, "Ronald Spencer,
Dean of Student Services, for
example, is already established
and has some authority to deal
effectively with the racial
problems that come up."

sometimes the only thing that
actually resulted in effective
solutions. .
When asked about his feelings on
the recent meeting of coaches and
athletes at the Black Athletes
Meeting held March 19, Smith
responded, "I've seen things like
this happen before and in all
likelihood they'll happen again."
When it was noted that there had
been no action taken as far as was
known, Smith said he felt it might
take a few confrontations of that
sort to produce some significant
progress in the area of coachplayer understanding.
Keaton saw this apparent lack of
action as supportive of his view
that were there a specific individual assigned to matters like
these, not only could the problem
be on its "way to a solution at
present, but the entire incident
might have been avoided in the
first place by the availability of
such an individual to listen to and
advise students, who have complaints about racial relations.
Often an issue like this one needs
a confrontation to provide it with
the common ground for seeking a
solution," replied Smith. "At least
now the athletic department knows
it has a problem to deal with."
Smith
again
mentioned
President Lockwood's Special
Council's familiarity with this
issue and expressed optimism that

Keaton: "Why wait for

Keaton disagreed, saying that
Keaton agreed that Spencer was
Keaton continued, howeverr.with
were this individual doing his job, well qualified in this area, but that
he would "encourage exactly this Spencer had other responsibilities his assertion that there is a real
kind of communication." "We as well. Keaton said that were an heed on campus to have someone
have to face facts—there are individual to be given the in particular to go to when trouble
certain blacks who simply won't go responsibility of the one category starts.
to certain faculty members or qlone, the college would see better
He pointed ,tq various times over
administrators."
'*' "•• " '' ' results in thjs area than it is seeing
his past years at Trinity when
at present.
issues have arisen and then faded' could alsp be the job of ' the
suggested administrator. He would
When asked if these individuals
"I have to disagree, Adron," said out temporarily and later reocbe able to determine whether a
might be avoiding faculty and
curring
with
greater
impact.
given issue would need to go to an
administrators for racial reasons, Smith. "This guy would be an
administrator's office or whether it
Keaton replied, "I'm sure there's ombudsman, and an ombudsman
It was his feeling that an ad- could be settled by the ensome of that h; the picture, but simply can't be effective if
everyone's mad at him."
ministrator in the suggested couragement of a mediated
that's not the point."
position would be best qualified, to discussion between the parties
Asked why he thought this adconcerned.
He went on to explain that some
swift resolutions to such
Smith responded that this kind of
of the cries of racism—from both ministrator would encounter such ensure
and existing problems, politics would impair rather than
blacks and whites—were true and an unfavorable reception, Smith potential
provide the impetus to push encourage direct confrontation of
some were false. Yet the job of this saw the nature of the position as and torecurrent
problems to their the parties involved in a dispute,
potential "mediator," as Keaton lending itself to a certain amount such
needed solutions.
and that this confrontation was
referred to him, would entail an of antagonism.

an issue?"
it would receive" carefuJ con-;
sideration by the council's
membership.
Keaton feJt that the athlete issue
would be dealt with, as he felt there
was some honest concern expressed at the meeting.
He underscored the potential
expediency of having his proposed
administrator to aid the situation,
again mentioning the preventative
aspect of his job. Why waft for an
issue?" he said, as the interview
adjourned.

Followup

Black Athletes: Has Anything Been Done?
by Hillary R. Bercovici
As a follow-up to the preceding
interview, this correspondent
made an attempt to verify the
validity of the assumption by both
Parties interviewed that nothing
had come out of the Black Athletes
meeting of March 19.
Of those persons available for
comment before press time, first to
be located was Robert Shults,
associate professor of physical
education, and freshman soccer,
varsity basketball and varsity
baseball coach.
Shults was asked what he knew
about any actions resulting from
the Black Athletes meeting.
I'm really not sure what's been
, done," he said. "I believe Karl
Kurth (director of Athletic and
Physical Education) and Othar
(Burks, '76) were supposed to get
together, and that out of that
meeting, they will form a committee to express concern over the
Plight of the black athlete here at
n-inity." Shults said that to his
knowledge, no such meeting has
yet taken place."
Questioned as to whether he was
amiliar with any other effects that
the black athletes meeting had had
on the department;••Shults. men-

meetings, held every Tuesday at professor of physical education
noon, some productive discussion and freshman football and varsity
had been generated on the subject. lacrosse coach. He was informed of
data given to the Tripod by
Specifically, he pointed to the the
Shults
and asked if he had anything
institution of a weekly seminar, in
which "Ron Duckett (assistant to to add.
the director of athletics) has taken
"As far as I know, Kurth has
kind of a lead." Shults said that
having Duckett on the staff has made several attempts to get in
"given many helpful insights into touch with Othar, and to my
the problems faced by coaches and knowledge, he has had no
response."
players in this area."
Next to be located for comment
was Dr. Chester McPhee,

Schultz:
"I'm really
not sure
what's been
clone."
if
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McPhee mentioned that Kurth
has had "a rather lengthy and very
constructive meeting^,with Nat
1
Williams, a Trinity Alumnus . . .
and it was at Na place." tive that
this meeting took p . ^ , ,
McPhee added that the black
athletes meeting in March had the
outcome of "making the department aware of the potential and
actual problems faced by black
athletes on campus . . . as well as
stimulating
some
useful
discussion."
He continued
that
this
"discussion" was made two-sided
by the presence of Duckett, whom
he thought was an asset to the
conversations on this topic.
Duckett was reached for, com

.information that the Tripod had
received. Asked if he had anything
to add to what had already been
said, Duckett replied, "You can
check this out with Kurth, but I'm
pretty sure that a meeting has been
set for a week from this Monday. I
know Othar has been contacted."
Although Kurth was not
available for comment on this
statement at press time, Duckett
added some background information on this matter.
He pointed out that Othar was a
pledge for the Omega Psi Phi
fraternity, and that his pledge time
was six weeks. Though this week is
the last or "Hell" week of pledge
time, Duckett mentioned that the
time spent in pledging to the
fraternity added to the time needed
to be a student in the academic
arena tended to reduce the number
of optional house which a student in
Othar's position might have.
When you consider that Othar is
also trying to keep up his average
while keeping his commitment to
the fraternity, it is easier to understand why a meeting time had
not been arranged sooner,"
Duckett said. He stressed that to
his knowledge, "There has been no
uiif
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Questioned about the black
athletes meeting in March,

Duckett:
"This was
definitely not
a one-shot
deal . . ."
Duckett said, "That was definitely
not a one-shot deal to let off a lot of
steam. (This issue) means a -lot to
most of the people involved."
He said he is hopeful that the
long-term effects of the meeting
will be seen in the establishment of
a mutual understanding on the part
of the coaches and players involved at the athletic program at

Now That It's Over
Well, we had a strike. It was a very nice strike. It
seemed that a lot people got something out of it; even
though the main reason for the strike- Ford's request for
$972 million in aide to Indochina- ceased to be an issue
by the end of the day, the strike covered enough issues to
make support of it still pertinent.
The Tripod feels that the plethora of issues discussed
may have detracted from in-depth consideration of any
one issue. For example, Food Day was April 17. Special
programs, including fasts and seminars, were conducted on campuses all over the country. Perhaps Food
Day lost some of its effectiveness while it was conjoined
with the strike. If so, was it worth it? Will Food Day get
.another chance at Trinity, or will the crisis of starving
people in the world at large be drowned out in the turmoil preceding finals?
*

£#nerg©ftcy Bail ¥und
Early last Saturday morning, two Trinity students
were arrested and charged with driving while intoxicated, criminal possession of a controlled substance,
and obstructing government administration. Because
the students were allegedly participating in a student
government sanctioned trip, using the student van, the
Tripod feels that student government has a vested interest in insuring that the students' rights are protected,
regardless of the financial circumstances of those accused.
In this instance, funds had to be raised by an appeal to
diners in Mather Hall, so that bail for these students
could be posted. The Tripod feels that some permanent
fund should be available in instances such as this to all
students engaged in College- approved activities.
We therefore propose that some sort of emergency bail
fund be set aside and available to Trinity students
arrested outside the College's jurisdiction. We feel that
the organization and administration of this fund would
be the responsibility of student government, subject to
the endorsement by the student body.

Letters
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'find security'
To the Editor:
Now that the strike is over, it's back to one
of the more mundane Trinity issues: where
the hell is Trinity College Security? Let's all
give Al Garfolo and the Trinity College Vice
Squad a big hand for catching Mr. Peepers,
the library's swashbuckling and pantsdropping exhibitionist. Campus females
may now breathe a sigh of relief, their line
of vision will no longer be violated.
While Garafolo and the crew were
probably congratulating themselves on a
job well done and celebrating the great
occasion at Bess Eaton, a bicycle was stolen
from the 3rd floor of 90-92 V^mon between
the hours of 6:00 and 8:00 p.m. There have
been other attempts of that kind of this
building. Cars dormatories, and students
are anything but safe on the North side of
campus.
I do not mean to detract from Security's
apprehension of the exhibitionist. The point
is, however, that neither property nor limb
is safe at Trinity College, and Security must
accept some of the blame. We all know that
Garafolo and company can write parking
tickets, but at the rate things are being
ripped off around here, there won't be any
cars to park" illegally, any stereos to be
turned down at 3:00 a.m., or any students to
escort back from the library.
MartinJ.Whalen'77

achievement. It feels really good to realize
that the hours in the day are mine and not
Trinity's. Thank you again to those that
helped me to breathe some clean, fresh air.
"And the pure in heart shall serve as a
light to the nations..."
Sincerely,
Dean Hammer

'note from Italy'

To the Editor:
Here we sit, tired and despondent. After
fruitlessly wandering the rainy, cobblestone
streets for hours in search of a pensione,
there is little solace in this train station. At
3:30 A.M. Verona, Italy is a cold and lonely
place. As another wave of exhaustion rises
and ebbs, it is accompanied by the overwhelming realisation that Spring vacation
in Italy is not all that it could be. We hope
that you're all green with envy, but fear that
the complacency and security of those
familiar Trinity surroundings are as conforting as that boring, 9 A.M. lecture. The
experience is there, but without any attempt at participation, it slips off into the
murkiness of what is known as "college". It
is fitting that one's true knowledge is
acquired in those situations that usually
fall into the category Called "LIFE".
It is so easy to be critical of school when
one is a student, vmoreso when physically
removed from the institution. Our purpose is
neither to malign nor cast foul epithets upon
the intellectual and academic integrity of
To all Female Students:
Trinity College. Rather, from our distant
Later this weeic, the Medical Facilities and distorted perspective, we would like to
Advisory Panel will be distributing a offer an observation or two on our travels in
Medical Questionnaire dealing with the what is" currently an unstable nation.
gynecological services offered at Trinity.
Traveling by train, second class, provides'
We encourage you to complete this survey a unique viewpoint from which to gauge the
so that we can learn what improvements Italian people. Those of you who have had
with the services must be made. We would the opportunity to travel in Europe have
appreciate your effort.
'
\
. probably experienced this. Most striking,
Sincerely, perhaps, is the friendliness expressed
GailMardfin among the natives, even in the midst of
Scott Lewis conditions that would embarass cattle or
Co-Chairpersons of MFAP sardines. Foreigners
(particularly
Americans) are treated with distant
courtesy or outright contempt; this explains
the camaraderie that instantly develops
when an American meets, for example, a
French person in Italy. An immediate sense
of association is there, in. spite of any
To the Editor:
I was deeply touched by the Strike; and I language barrier that may exist. All this
would like to thank all those people who serves to enhance the experience, "broaden
poured out their hearts to make the day one's horizons," and provide a taste of the
happen. Finally, the words that were said true essence of life: people. It is a sad
penetrated so that I not only heard the commentary that within a closed population
of 1650 there are those who find it necessary
words, but felt them as well.
However, I am troubled that there are so to look at their watch throughout their stroll
many eyes that do not perceive, so many down the Long Walk, ignoring their friends
,
ears that do not hear, and so many hearts and fellow students.
that do not understand. What does it take to * Look up, people! See what's there and
help people to realize that they do not see? acknowledge its being! (We hope Spring
John Bach spoke of Danbury Prison that Weekend worked out). And to those of you
resembles Trinity's Quad in terms of its who are seniors, try not to be afraid of the
physical layout; i.e., the people live in the world, because that's where it's really
walls of the prison as do those who live in the happening. By the way, love and miss you
walls of the Quad. What does it take to help all.
people to realize the even subtler pressures
Ciao,
here at Trinity that imprison so many of the
(IES-Madrid)
students and faculty?
Betsy Davis 76
I have been one of the imprisoned -(TC/RC)
running the. tread-mill of academic
Jon Donnelly '76

open eyes

'con is pro'
To the Editor:
This letter is directed toward those 70 or
so students who voted against the
referendum. The referendum needed a 2/3
yea majority and a minimum of 700 students
to pass. Cognizant of the fact that 706
students voted in the referendum, those 70
or so negative votes allowed the referendum
to pass. How stupid can these students be? If
they really didn't want the referendum to
pass, they shouldn't have voted at all. It
would have been defeated for not meeting
the 700 student quota. In this case, a vote
against was a vote for! It is hoped that this
new organization will operate under more
rational rules than it was voted W by.
May the fall of 1975 bring to Trinity s
Student Government a new horizon. A future
not indebted to the past. A march forward-to
bring to Trinity the leadership and guidance
it so desperately longs for. .11 we need is a
little faith to get us there-and a little grass.
Steven Batson '77

'defends Jones'
To the Editor:
,
We are writing to express our shock ana indignation at the shameless manner in
which Jones Hall was described in the article entitled, "A Shopping Guide to Campus
Real Estate". The careless generalization oi
such an expression as "the pits ,
traditionally assigned only to Jones
Basement, to classify the entire dorm
scandalizes us!
.
,
Jones Hall is a social oasis amid the dry
and sterile anonymity of High Rise and the
New Britains.
Jones Hall is a social oasis amid the dry
and sterile anonymity of High Rise and the
New Britains. A Jones Hall single encloses *
an infinity of space compared to some
cramped closets that are called rooms in
Jarvis. Such a misrepresentation of tne
facts by Mr. Crockett and Ms. Harris can
only be considered a humiliation to the
honorable residents of this fine edifice and a
disservice to the other members of the
Trinity community who are ignorant of the
charm of our dorm.
Therefore, in the name of greater public
awareness we plead to all of you, Bantams
and Tunas, Re-evaluate your view of Allen
Northey Jones Hall!
Do you like-shaving cream fights? (B.Y.u.
in Jones.) football games? (Everynight in
the halls of Jones.) 12 a.m. pork-outs? (We
have a standing order at ABC.) graffiti;
(Come read our tiled cinder blocks walls) to
talk to your next-door neighbors? (Our walls
.
are paper thin.) 24-hour counseling service.
(Our R.A.'s never sleep.) beach parties
(Let our hostess show you the roof.) to be
awakened by a vacuum cleaner? (Contact
our janitor.) co-ed living? (And all' of its
implications?)
^
Is this where you're at? Then we have got
the place for you.
.
So, Wake up, .you moles in New Britain
and Crescent! *
{
Come on down, you denizens of Vernon.
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More Letters
Try out our Quad, .you people in Jarvis and
Cook!
, ,
Taste, you South Campus A-raters!
Jones'Hall is what dorm life, social life
and college life at Trinity is all about.
Penitentiary living? Try Elton maybe.
Irately yours,
Residents of Jones' Second Floor

ends, before whatever political consciousness Trinity had gets co-opted by
exams, some hard reflection is needed. And
I write this letter with a strange kind of
ambivalence. On the one hand, I am really
encouraged-hell I'm elated-with the
amount of energy that was generated and
sustained in the last month or so to make a
strike, (teach-in, whatever it was) work. On
the other hand I have this funny feeling that
we've struck out. And if there's anyway to
describe Commitment-on the Trinity
campus, or any way to evaluate the impact
To the Editor:
of the strike the most appropriate measure
Much has happened over the last week, would seem, to be that of entropy...that
indeed the whole year, and before the year which ain't there. And if the strike meant

'defends activism'

anything it means the beginning of a
committment towards a radically different
Trinity college, or Trinity student. Let's not
lose that commitment.
Peter Piergastoni, in a recent letter,
wrote that we are a campus searching for a
cause. I wish it were true. Not only have we
no cause; there's really no campus, much
less any search going on. 'Coz the ultimate
stage of apathy is navel gazing, or some
such atomizing activity. I have, in fact, a
curious reaction to Piergastoni's whole
letter. That I disagree, for the most part,
should be rather obvious; I have a vested
interest in doing so. But given my bias, there
still seem to be many questions raised in
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"Back to the Eights..." Largely the insight,
not to mention the eloquence, of the letter
was apt. As I was saying to a friend, looking
back over the activism of the past semester,
it's been a comedy of errors in many
respects. And the type of criticisms madeabout the failure of certain tactics, the
fuzziness of purpose, the stunning
unoriginality -- all are necessary. I'm only
sorry that these points were made from the
comfort of an armchair and not in the many
meetings it took to mold our strategies;
that's where they were needed. Further, I
find it difficult to make the translation from
the sweeping, all-encompassing changes
called for at the end of Peter's letter into the
determination and the energy needed to
"affect such changes. For "What is to be
done?" is after all only a part of the problem
- it's getting people to do it that also counts.
There are. other difficulties in "back to the
eights." It's very interesting that on the one
hand activism, in it's present form, is indicated as a nostalgia tripstale, passe (back
to the 60's); and, on the other hand, there is
such a romanticized vision of these sixties:
'Those were,the days where commitment
meant a lifeline.' I think we'd all admit that
we've made mistakes, but it seems that the
indictment is a lack of omniscience, in the
inability to unalienate Trinity. ..mea culpa,
mea culpa.
,
Thanks
Mac Margolis

MATURITY..

^ £ ?

'hole solution'
To the Editors:
I have done much thinking, and have
finally come up with what I think is a
workable solution to the problem of dogs and
their doings on the quad. First, dig a very
deep hole, and fill it with ashes. Then, place
peas all around the hole. (Dogs are very
fond of peas, you know.) Then, whenever a
dog goes to take a pea, just kick him in the
ashhole. Quad erat demonstrandum.
With highest regards,
Tom Heslin,'77
P.S. I hope that this will put an end to all
forms of Yellow Journalism.

Armenian Holocaust

Man's Inhumanity to Man
By GEORGE PH JGI AN
"JUSTICE...NOW" the poster
proclaims. An explanation typed
against a backdrop of spilled blood
reads: "One and one half million Armenian men, women and'children
were killed in "the first genocide of

the twentieth century"-planned
and/executed by the Turkish
government in 1915 as a brutal
"final solution". Another million
were driven from their ancestral
lands, where they had lived for
thousands of years before the
Turks arrived.
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Today, a determined Armenian
people has risen from the ashes of
the 1915 holocaust to remind the
regime in Turkey that we will not
forget until justice is done...and
that, Turkish-held Armenian must
be returned to the Armenian,
people.
The world community must
recognize that the use of genocide
as an instrument of national policy,
by any nation at any time, must be
universally condemned and the
guilty state must be denied the
territorial, material, or political
fruits of genocide."
The United States Congress
passed a resolution on April 8
which designated April 24 as a
''National Day of Remembrance of
Man's Inhumanity to Man." This
year on April 24, Armenians will
hold mass rallies in which they will
in effect call to the attention of the
world the question of repatriation

of Armenian lands held by Turkey
since the massacres and mass
expulsions of 1915.
Does the prospect' of Turkish
occupation of Armenian lands
occupy the minds of many
Americans? I doubt this. The
reasons may be attributed to these
statements: (1) Armenians are a
relatively obscure people in the
minds of many Americans; (2) The
plight of this "minority group" is
only one among scores of other
"minority" and national interest
groups beseeching the world for
recognition and support (blacks,
Puerto Ricans, South Vietnamese,
Palestinians, Jews, Cypriotes...)
The rise in national and ethnic
sentiment coupled with the
deterioration of America's ability
to "keep a lid on things" in the
world leads to an interesting
phenomenon. Americans, sick of
g< King too involved in problems of

others are at the same time
becoming aware of their .separate
ethnic identities in the midst of the
American "melting pot." Against
this backdrop the Armenians are
spontaneously vocalizing their
desire for world acknowledgement
of the 1st genocide of the 20th
century. They hope to prevent
similar recurrences. They hope to
regain their homelands.
On April 24, Armenian Martyr's
Day, Armenians throughout the
world are commemorating the 60th
anniversary of the 1st world
genocide. This year Armenians
hope to make their cause more
prominent in the arena of world
affairs. They. feel promoting
acknowledgement of "Man's
Inhumanity to Man" benefits not
only the cause of Armenians but
the causes oE people the world
over.
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RUSSIA
The 1975 Trinity Student Trip to the USSR took place
during the first week of Spring Vacation. After several
months of preparatory seminars, 27 Trinity students,
alumnae; and graduate students (along with 15 others,
some from as far away as the University of Pennsylvania
and Fairleigh Dickinson) embarked on an Aeroflot IL-62 for
the twelve-hour flight to Moscow. The pre-planned itinerary
for the group was three days in Moscow, three in
Leningrad. All accomodations, meals, and tours are
required to be arranged in advance by Intourist, the Soviet
state tourist agency. With some conniving, however, the
group was often able to commandeer Intourist busses and
depart from the "plan" in significant waysAccomodations were first class by Soviet standards. The
group was placed in the mammoth Rossiia hotel in Moscow,
a stone's throw from Red Square. True to the Russian
penchant for building things BIG ("to overtake and surpass
> the West") this is the largest hotel in Europe (4,000 rooms).
Depending on the location of one's room, it could take as
long as twenty minutes to walk to the dining room. At least
one student was seen to break out in tears after becoming
totally lost inside the building. Tastefully furnished in 1950's
"modern" style, many of the rooms featured latches on the
outside of the bathroom door only. And each bathroom was
equipped with a totally invisible shower curtain (which
made for some wet floors), and a wide selection of threadbare dishtowels for drying. In Leningrad the group was
accomodated at the new but sterile Sovietskaia, whose only
claim to noteriety-consisted of a well-appointed KGB office
off the main lobby, and a huge hard-currency store
(Beriozka-prounced "bezerka" by a lady from Iowa) in one'
wing,'
Food on the trip was surprisingly good, if sometimes
nondescript. The best in the Soviet Union is reserved for
"foreign guests", and Intourist strives to maintain culinary
standards significantly above those which apply to the
population at lafge. Meat dishes (a luxury for the Soviets)
were always present, (Intourist knows that American's like
meat), as were large pitchers of ice water (another
American habit indulged by the tourist agency). This last
temptation, however, had to be resisted, since Soviet water
is known to carry a particularly persistent intestinal
parasite against which Americans have no natural
defenses. Our students were instructed to avoid water, even
to the extent of not brushing their teeth or singing in the
shower. A little stringent, perhaps, but not one of our people
came down with the infamous Giardia bug. And besides, a
vodka swill can work wonders early in the morning.
The highlights of our stay in Moscow would have to be
recorded as Red Square the first night (an experience of
overpowering beauty), the visit to Lenin's Tomb (he didn't
seem to be in too bad a shape, considering), the Moscow
Metro (with its fast trains and immaculately clean Stalinist
pa/aces underground), and the Tretiakov Art Gallery
(which we entered without Intourist permission, only by
imploring a stone-faced Soviet officer that we really were

pro-Soviet enthusiasts and Russian art connoisseurs from
"Amerika").
Leningrad, in many ways a more sedate city than
Moscow, offered more sombre impressions: Piskariev
Cemetary (with its memories of the war and the 600,000
civilian dead in defense of the city), the street where
Dostoevsky's Raskolnikov lived, and the Synagogue for
those who sought it out (furtive ceremonies for aged worshippers, the most tenacious among a restless minority
people). Our stay in Leningrad ended in a crescendo with a
party in the Sadko, one of the city's finest restaurants,
replete with 80 proof "Stolychnaia" vodka (taken straight)
and both red and black caviar in exorbitant quantities.
For those who chose to go, however, the real highpoint of
the entire trip must certainly have been our diversionary
side trip to the provincial city Novgorod, most ancient of the
Russian cities (founded 862 AD), The four hour trip through
the Russian countryside south of Leningrad, with its
timeless peasant villages (often still clustered around a
cupola-domed parish church, often now used for potato
storage), sagging log cabins, and side roads disappearing
in mud, was a glimpse into "Soviet reality" as it cannot be

seen in the cities. Novgorod itself, a rather grim little
provincial industrial city, held some of the greatest
treasures of the Russian past. The 11th century Saint Sophia
cathedral, with its guilded central cupola, is the oldest and
most venerated of the Russian churches. It stands in the
Novgorod Kremlin, alongside the Volkhov River, into which
Ivan the Terrible ordered thrown thousands of bound
citizens of the "free city" during its subjugation by Moscow
in the 16th century. Across the river lie the archaeological
remains of the veche square, where Prince Alexander
Nevsky rallied the people of Novgorod to resist the Teutonic
invaders in 1242, and from which he led them to victory in
the famous "Battle on the Ice" on near-by Lake Chud. Near
Novgorod the group also saw the Museum of North Russian
Wood Architecture, to which ancient wooden churches and
vernacular structures have been transported by the
government from remote regions of the north. It was
there, standing ankle-deep in mud amidst the wooden
coupolas, that we meet a REAL RUSSIAN PEASANT:
Elizaveta Fedorovna, a seventy-year-old, illiterate and
toothless, but very gracious, lady, who cares for the
buildings. Though she couldn't read, she loved books.
Though she had no teeth, she could sing ancient peasant
folksongs (she allowed as how she could sing better when
she still had her teeth). Her hand was tatooed with an anchor, since she had served in the Great Fatherland War as a
sailor. And though she was old, she posed for our cameras
with the self-conscious gestures of a young peasant girl.
After this visit to a remote world of the past, our group
returned to the present century to raid the Beriozka,
spending nearly every last dollar of precious hard currency
(which the Soviets accept with alacrity, in order to buy
computers, grapefruit and Tide) on all those things that the
Russians themselves rarely see: "Stolychnia" vodka,
caviar, wooden toys, art books, touristy Balaikas and
exquisite but expensive black lacquer boxes from Palekh."
Loaded down with such memorabilia, the group then
reboarded an Aeroflot IL-62 for the long flight through
space and time to the Capitalist Stronghold.
Any trip to the USSR, even one as short as ours, is a
stunning experience in cultural shock for most Americans.
"Soviet reality" is an ideological reverse image of our own.
One must really master the language to get beneath that
ideological crust to touch the warm human consistencies of
the Russian people. Unfortunately, few of our people could
do this; for those who could, the experience was that much
more intense. Such a trip is also an excursion into time: if
Moscow is living somewhere in the 1930's in many ways,
Leningrad is still steeped in the nineteenth century, while
the countryside shows vestiges of an even more remote age.
Each person in our group responded to this intensive experience in very personal ways, for each had different
points of contact, different angels of perspective, different
expectations giving rise to different conclusions. For this
reason it seems best to let some of them recount their own
experiences and perceptions

'Russian adventure tour reveals cautious society'
Our "Russian Adventure Tour" began at 9
P.M, on Saturday, March 22. After having
pre-trip meetings once a week for months,
we all had some vague feelings of what was
to come. But as we were to learn, it is very
different to hear about it and experience it
yourself.
The "sights" were more impressive than
anticipated, When looking at St, Basil's
Cathedral, thinking about how Ivan the
Terrible cut out the architect's eyes so that
he could never create any thing as beautiful,
or while at the Winter Palace, thinking
about the Revolution and the "storming of
the palace", I found it a very exciting experience. Going to the Lenin Mausoleum
was especially awesome. We waited on line
•for about two hours (and it was very cold).
Guards check every visitor very carefully,
looking for cameras and weapons. On en-

St. Basil's Cathedral, Red
Square, Moscow

tering the building, it becomes" dark, silent,
and mysterious. And then you see Him.
There is a certain mystique, an aura in
which the Russians worship Lenin. And the
sacred Mausoleum, guarded twenty-four
hours a day, epitomizes this.
We took a day trip to Novgorod, the city of
Alexander Nevsky, The trip was especially
worthwhile, for it gave us an opportunity to
see the countryside. We rode on this narrow,
pot-holed, bumpy road, which is the main
Moscow-Leningrad highway. Russia is still
so backward in so many ways! My image of
Russia, prior to going there, (no doubt inspired by Dr. West's History 307) was old,
poor peasant villages, with little old ladies
dressed in black and wearing shawls.
Neither in Moscow nor Leningrad, did I see
this, I began to think Dr. West deceived me.
But the three hour trip to Novgorod let me
see "Soviet reality".
At one of our pre-trip meetings, a visiting
Soviet scientist came to speak to us. After
the meeting, a few of us were talking to him
about Russia. He spoke proudly of his native
land, proclaiming that Russia had no
problems. Someone asked him about Soviet
Jewry, and he said that he was not really
aware of a Jewish problem. I was confused
and curious to find out what the situation
was really like. Our last evening in Russia, a
few of us met with a friend of Professor
Kassow's, Sasha. We talked to Sasha and a

talking English, asked us if we were
Americans. He wanted to buy American
cigarettes from us - Russians want
American products very much. We spent
some time with him that afternoon, and two
things he said especially stand out in my
mind. First, he did not want to talk about
Russian history, especially the Revolution.
And second, he warned us that he had to be
careful talking to us for it was very

dangerous for Russians to talk to foreigners,
I was surprised, but more than that, sad for
the Russian people.
But Russia is not a bad place. The Soviet
system has accomplished a great deal. Tne
people are employed, and have food to eat
now. I wouldn't want to live there, but l
certainly respect the Soviet system a lot
more since my week in Russia. All I can
really say is go and see for yourself!
Ellen Weiss

'exploring'

After being shoved around and through
GUM, the major department store in
Moscow where everyone shops, waits in
line, then waits in line to shop some more,
my friend and I decided to try our luck on
the Moscow metro. Famous for its artgallery-like subway stations, we spent the
better half of our second night in the Soviet
Union subway hopping. According to the
map on the subway car wall, the underground, transit system of Moscow was
composed of straight lines dissecting a
circular route which encompassed Moscow
friend of his for a couple of hours, and the proper. Finding our way from station to
conversation often revolved around what it station was no easy job since neither my
j^was like being a Jew in Russia. Sasha and friend or I could speak or read Russian to
•*< his friend both want to leave, and that in save our lives. So after riding bewilderedly
,ti itself, is fairly indicative of the Jewish from stop to stop trying to match the strange
Russian symbols on the tiled walls to those
•g problem.
^5 Russia is a closed society and caution on the transit map, we finally managed to
a pervades everywhere. Many citizens and communicate our desire to see the
•g most foreigners are watched by the KGB. I "beautiful stations" to a Soviet woman who
-> was told before I went there, but hearing it understood a bit of English. She sent us on
>' from a Russian, was a lot more meaningful. our way to all of the newest, modern stations
with their shining chrome and tiles. But we
o One afternoon, when we had a few hours of
•g spare time, we took a walk down the Nevsky wanted to see the more artistically ornate
g Prospect in Leningrad. We went into a stations which had been built under the
bookstore, and a student, overhearing us Stalinist regime. The mazelike process now

eludes me, but somehow we evetually found
ourselves on the "circle line" with the
much-famed beautiful stations.
. _, ,
Besides the many things we appreciated
not seeing (Juicy Fruit wrappers, advertising posters, magic-markered gratntu,
spit), there was much to behold. There were
eight foot mosaiced murals of scenes UKe
L^nin at the Finland Station, Pushkin
prating beneath'a tree, happy workers on
tractors holding red flags of revolution.
There were large polished busts of Lenin to
greet us every where, und we had to
remember to look up because the high
celings also displayed huge gilted mosaics
of famous Russian leaders or Mother Russia
holding sheaves of wheat.
We decided we had skittered between
stations long enough and decided to get up
out onto the street. To do that, we had to take
an escalator that seemed to go up forever.
The wooden railings and polished brass
lights stretched before us as we were
propelled to the street level station. Fate
had dealt us .a lucky stroke! We found
ourselves, once outside, directly next to a
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Moscow train station, inside which, we had
been told, we would really see the heart of
Russia. At 11:30 at night, the huge waiting
room was filled with tired, shabby peasants.
Tattered men with bundles and bags, fat old
women all with kerchiefs tied over their
heads and under their chins, children
--ins peacefully leaning on their mothers
besiu^. hem in mismatched clothing and
bagging legstockings. We strolled through
the large crowded room, the smells of Soviet
countryside filling our heads. Apparently,
all these people had come to Moscow for a
day or two to trade their produce, shop in
GUM, perhaps catch a glimpse of their
revered Lenin in his resting place, and were
now lying around, waiting for the next train
back to their peasant villages.
Then I had the most interestingly vile
experience of my trip. I went into the
bathroom at the train station and waited in
line for one of the eight or ten stalls to be
free, as an old weathered woman swept the
concrete floor with a broom handcrafted of
twigs and sticks. When my turn came at the
head of the line, I stepped into what I
thought was a toilet stall, but as it turned out
there was no toilet. It was like a shower
stall, with a fourinch hole in the floor which
periodically would "flush", and two raised
"footprints" on which to stand. I peed
standing up, careful not to lose my balance
and fall into the excrement-smeared walls.
There was no toilet paper, of course, but
considering that the Russian toilet paper I
had run against before was like secondgrade arithmetic paper, it was a blessing. I
hurried out of that hell and all its
odoriferous glory.
My friend and I met again in the lobby,
and it seemed his experience had been the
same, but without the privacy of separate
stalls! We began feeling conspicuously
American in our Dunham hiking boots and
nylon ski parkas, compared to the poverty
(by our standards) of the waiting peasants.
We spent a bit more time walking around
that part of Moscow (where exactly we had
endedup, I still do not know), and eventually found our way badk to our hotel.
This was just three or four hours of my
time-spent in the Soviet Union, each hour so
rich in audio, visual, and olfactory
sesations, it.seemed like much more. I was
glad for the free time we had had to explore
the parts of the city the Intourist guides
don't mention.

'joy walking'

Changing of the Guard at Lenin's Tomb

'chinese tourists'

March 25: At the end of our second day in
Moscow, I feel that the most exhilarating
experience for me thus far was one that was
tangential to the U.S.S.R. itself-and certainly to this trip. While waiting in a
seemingly endless line leading up to Lenin's
Mausoleum, I caught sight of a group of
mainland Chinese, dressed in blue jackets
and caps, also standing in line, ahead of us.
As another Chinese:speaking friend and I
approached the group of approximately ten
men and one woman, we were suddenly at a
loss for the appropriate words to initiate a
conversation. Finally, my friend blurted
out, "Nimen shr Jung-gwo ren ma?" ("Are
you Chinese?") Expressions of curiosity
and good-natured delight at the obvious
idiocy of my friend's question spread over
the faces of the group. The Chinese who
talked most had a beautiful Peking accent;
by his bearing, he seemed to be the leader of
the group, Each one of the group had
distinct faces-it is hard to describe-but they
simply defined themselves with remarkable
individuality. Their friendliness was tempered by a reserve in communicating their
reasons for being in the U.S.S.R. I gathered
that they were from Peking, were
specialists on the U.S.S.R. (yet spoke little
Russian, which is peculiar), and were only
spending three or four days in the country.
They had at their disposal their own train in
which they would travel to Leningrad. I
spoke briefly with the lady, who did not
enunciate clearly enough for me to understand all that she said. For instance, I
missed what she said concerning her work.
She wanted to know whether I read Chinese
newspapers-I said no, rather than admit
•fr that I read only N.Y.C. Chinatown
newspapers in Chinese class. Upon hearing
that many of my Chinese language teachers
had left the mainland over 25 years ago, she
suggested that I listen to short-wave radio to
improve my pronunciation. After 15
minutes, we cordially shook hands and
repeated good-byes. As they moved on in the
line, my friend shouted, "Mao ju-syi wan
swei!" ("Long live Chairman Mao!") They
waved back to us, and headed on to see the

3

70-year old peasant lady

'Leningrad cemetery'
There were many things in Russia that I
found fascinating...However, there was one
place,that made a deep impression on me.
This place was the Piskariev Cemetery in
Leningrad. I realize this sounds morbid. But
this place moved me in a way that is hard to
describe. This cemetery is the place where
the city of Leningrad buried her civilian
dead from the 900 day German siege of the
city during World War II.
As I entered the gates of the cemetery, I
was struck 1 by the air of solemnity that
prevailed in ' the Russian people who were
paying homage to the more than 600,000
civilians buried in there. At the top of a set of
stairs leading to the cemetery proper there
was an eternal flame surrounded by flowers
brought by the people. Sad, slow, patriotic
music floated through the air. Each mass
grave was marked by a single stone bearing
a date-1943,1944, or 1945. There were single
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flowers lying on some of the stones. At the
other end, beyond the mass graves, there
was a monument dedicated to those buried
in the cemetery.
It was most interesting to watch the
various reactions of the people. Many cried,
others just stared into space, lost in thought.
I got the feeling that the people were there to
demonstrate their appreciation to the ones
who had given their lives to preserve the
city. The Russians gave me the impression
that they were trying to pay back on a debt
that could never really be collected. Being
there I felt as though I could sense the real
personality of the Russian people. I was
very moved by the emotion shown by the
people of their war dead. It is very difficult
to try to describe exactly how I felt. I do
know however, that the trip to the
cemetery, actually being there, was one
experience that I will always remember.
Louis Geist

waxy effigy (corpse?) of the man whose
ideology has so affected China's modern
history.
March 28: Leningrad, Nevsky Prospect,
at 6:00 p.m. on a weekday floats, unstuck, in;
timeless movement. We waited for autobus
#49 in front of the green Kirov Theatre for
over 45 minutes, (it never did come), and in
that time crowds moyed and stood, moved
and stood, waiting oh Nevsky Prospect for
their bus or trolleycar. It was unlike rush
hour in the U.S.-few automobiles or noxious
fumes, little noise-simply the • forms of
people highlighted by the silence and.
solidity of old Leningrad buildings. Nevsky,
lodged between two pastel green buildings,
seemed the stage setting for the quiet drama
of homeward-bound footsteps-soldiers,
sailors, workers, fathers, mothers, and tired
children on parents' shoulders all stood out
in bas-relief against the dim Leningrad
landscape. Even individual footsteps were
audible in the' silences between autos and
buses. The so-called ."backwardness" or ,
nineteenth-century quality of Leningrad is
perhaps what makes it livable.
Tina Endicott West

The infamous traffic jams of New York
are virtually non-existent in Moscow and
Leningrad. The main streets seemed to be
much wider, but there are also far fewer
cars. Russian traffic cops direct traffic with
elaborate motions of black and white striped
clubs and seemed to be much more involved
in what they were doing than any American
I ever saw performing that function. One
actually screamed at a motorist who had to
stop short.
I received a scolding from one for
crossing (running across) a boulevard at the
wrong time and at the wrong place. The
street was supplied with traffic signal and
pedestrian crossing lines, but the nearest
ones to me at the time I committed the offense were 50-75 yards down the street in
either direction. In my impatience to get
across the street I had.failed to notice them
and I instinctively jay-walked, an offense
more serious to the Soviets than to us.
Compared to New York, Moscow and
Leningrad are immaculate. Not only was •
their very little paper or garbage in the
streets, but I noticed very few garbage cans
on the streets. There was no canine excrement on the streets, something which is
omnipresent in New York. Graffitti did not
exist. The trains are quieter and smoother
than New-York's and the stations often have
carved columns, decorated walls and other ',
art in them.
Russians seemed to be much more goodhumored and tolerant towards one of the
bains of city life--the crowds. The pushing,
and shoving in the Metro that I experienced
would surely have provoked a melee in any
American subway, or at least some
threatening gestures
•
I shopped in GUM, the
giant Moscow department store, and each
time it seemed like it was the day before
Christmas at Macy?s
y
^^ j
to take
k it allll in
i stride.
tid The shortage of suchf
stores probably makes the situation a =
common one.
Kenneth Grossman

Visits family'
I had many great experiences in Russia
which I will never forget, but if I had to
choose the one that sticks in my mind the
most, I would probably pick the time Dr.
West took some of us to visit the apartment,
of a Russian family in Moscow. The head of
the family, Dr. Vlad A. Seleznov is currently
in the U.S. doing research in Worcester,
Mass, on a ioint U.S.-U.S.S.R. exchange
program. I first met them there, and when he
found out that I was going to Russia, he
asked me if I would deliver to, his wife in
Moscow a package and a letter.I said of
course, and about two weeks and 6,000 miles
later I found myself speeding in a Russian
taxi to the outskirts of Moscow, my lap laden
with presents for the Seleznovs from Vlad
and my parents.
The Seleznov's apartment building itself,
though clean, was typically Soviet in that it
looked like it was going to collapse at any
moment. The inside was dimly lit and
smelled like a sewer. While ringing the bell
we noticed two names in the door. Dr. West
explained to us that it was standard Soviet
procedure to put two families into one
apartment. After some time, Lera Seleznova came to the door. She had been putting
her daughter to bed. She greeted us warmly
(Jay had called her the day before to let her
know we were coming as emissaries of
sorts, from Vlad). We soon found out that
Lera had telephoned seven of her friends to ,
arrange for accommodations for us thinking
we might need them. Her contact and
knowledge of foreigners was so limited and
sheltered that she, a highly intelligent
woman (she recently defended her
dissertation in chemistry at Moscow
University) did not even realize that we, as
.foreigners, already had a place to stay. She
took our coats and ushered us into the room
which served as their living room, dining

room, kitchen, bedroom and library. It was
about the size of an average college double
room. The only other room in the apartment
were the long, narrow, low-ceilinged hall
which we entered into from the hall outside.
At the end of the hall there was a small
stove: Once in the living room, we could see
another small bedroom; this is where the
Seleznovs and their daughter slept. I know
for a fact that the Seleznovs used their
library for a bedroom because right in front
of us on a cot lay Grandpa Seleznov. He is
deaf, and thus snored away peacefully the
whole time. The rest of the furnishings of the
room were dilapidated, almost bleak, but
functional. But Lera's presence lent a warm
and cheerful atmosphere to that rabbit
hutch.
She served us coffee and pastry, and
talked cheerfully and enthusiastically with
us, that is, with Jay translating for us for
over two hours. The atmosphere was
marvelous. We talked about everything:
what America is like, does Vlad like it there
how do we like Russia, how much does a cai
cost, what the price of sugar is, and on anc
on. Eventually, it was time to leave. Lerf
walked us down to the bus stop, embracec
us, wished us a happy trip, and we were off
On the way to the bus stop, we passec
houses that had been standing since the timi '
of Catherine the Great, side by side will'
relatively modern buildings like the one ii
which the Seleznovs live. Russia has alway
been a country of glaring extremes am
paradoxes and it continues true to this day
Perhaps it is that, along with the Russia
people, that make Russia such an intriguin.
fascinating country. Whatever it is, it'
enough to make one want to'go back agai.
one of these days...like tomorrow.
John Wylie
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Concord Bridge/Mass^

Protest Marks Bicentennial Observance
by Brian Crockett
Concord, Massachusetts, April 19--Two
hundred years ago at historic North Bridge,
shots were fired during a confrontation
between local revolutionaries and the
redcoats of the British army. Today marked
the anniversary of that catalytic encounter,

with thousands of latter day revolutionaries
protesting the. economic inequities of the
corporate system throughout the night at
the Peoples Bicentennial Commission rally.
Many people at the PBC rally stayed
throughout the morning, standing tired and
dirty beside the thousands attracted by the

traditional observance of the historic event.
Crowd estimates by local officials put
attendance at over 100,000, a figure well
below the expected 250,000. Nearly 35,000
attended the PBC rally.
Over 550 police from Concord and neighboring towns joined with National Guard

units, state troopers, presidential security
forces, and army helicopters to patrol the
area. A fleet of nearly 100 tow trucks
dragged over 1000 cars from the town.
Protestors clashed with police during
Ford's 15-minute speech, chanting and
waving yellow flags with the slogan "Don't
Tread on Me,"
The PBC, led by 30-year-old anti-war
activist Jeremy Rifkin, claims that America
is being strangled by multinational corporations controlled by a handful of
powerful families.
The PBC claims that the corporations
have subverted the principles of the founding fathers, and vowed to send a message
to Wall Street in a cry for an economic
democracy.
Rifkin felt the mass participation would
be in effect a message to the corporate
structure that "people are fed up with them
running the country."
Speakers and singers such as Richard
Chavis of the United Farmworkers and Pete
Seeger highlighted the rally. Other speakers
included Barry Commoner, author and
environmentalist, Anita Bond of the
Hospital Workers Union, and George Wald,
Nobel Laureate from Harvard. Arlo Guthrie
was scheduled to sing at dawn, but did not
come. Also missing were bread and soup
kitchens promised in pre-rally publicity.
Over 500 PBC marshals, with ragged
strips of yellow cloth around their arms and
heads, helped keep order with a handful of
Park Service rangers. No major problems
occurred, despite the large crowd.
The crowd was a mixture of postwoodstock long-hairs looking for their own
happening, serious-minded college students
concerned about the dangers of the corporate structure, local youths looking for a
good time, and some who came just to see
the event. Also in attendance were many
middle-aged supporters of PBC's principles.

Photo by Al Moore

First Hand Account

PBC Rally: A Reporter's Journal
by Brian Crockett
The following is an account of the Peoples
Bicentennial Commission rally, drawing
from notes taken by this reporter
throughout the night.

the stage is the Concord River, with marshy
land at its edge.
When the rains came during the night, the
marshy bog gradually moved up into the
lower levels of the crowd. In the initial
midnight rush to the parkgrounds, people
crossed areas of the marsh to the side of the
stage to avoid the log-jam along the paths,
sinking at times to their knees in the black
ooze.
. ._.
1:50—Umbrellas brought in case of rain
were as of yet unused. People were lined up
body to body as far as the eye could see, with
more roaming the narrow streets and byways all across Concord.
"The orphans have been kidnapped by the
- U.S. Government," speakers on stage cried.
"We demand that we send no more military
aid to Indochina." Boston folksingers led
protest songs, although largely ignored by a
large portion of the crowd.
One elderly gentleman had ridden his
bicycle from (Cambridge, though he knew
little' of the Peoples Bicentennial Commission. He had come < "to see whal was
going on.
"I heard there was this observance
tonight so I came out'to watch it. It's only
about 15 minutes from Harvard Square, you
know." He planned to stay for the official
bicentennial parade and the president's
speech in the morning.
For the most part, the crowd was "wellbehaved," according to a park ranger
standing near the top. "It's good to see
people of all ages out enjoying themselves,"
1
he commented. Response to the speakers on
stage included scattered cheers, some
almost resembling American Indian battle
cries.

12:00—rThe rally kicked off at one minute
past midnight, with speakers plying the
crowd; with questions like "Who does this
country belong to?" ("Us").
Many in the crowd are in a festive mood,
drinking beer and cheering. Supporters are
streaming into the park from all over
Concord, forcing what little traffic there is
to a crawl*
"Come on, people, walk in the street,"'
implored one walker, * > e shouldn't let
these people drive, c'mon people, we're
street people."
Roadblocks hud been established early,
forcing many to park up to two miles away.
Some came by bicycle, including a bicycle
caravan from Cambridge. One group of
walkers marched behind the banner of the
New Haven Bicentennial Commission,
sinking Revolutionary War era songs.'
A telephone.man worked on wires high up
a pole even at this late hour, setting up part
of the communication system for the
President's visit. Coverage of the , anniversary was extensive, with large banks
of telecommunication equipment and an
army of photographers..
1:20—A check of the Red Cross tent
revealed several early, fatalities, "invariably to a combination of pills and
booze," according to one worker named
Don, who calmly stood with pipe' in mouth
watching the proceedings and monitoring
the flow of "customers." He said that about
six runs had been made to the hospital by
this time.
Richard Chavis of the United Farmworkers was introduced after entertainment
by the Percussions and Phil Uches.
Speaking of the Gallo wine boycott, Ghavis
drew thinly disguised parallels between the
eventual victory of the struggling peoples of
South Vietnam over the government now in
power and the eventual victory that he
claims will be won by the farmworkers. He
warned against Gallo wines without the
Gallo label, including Boonesfarm, Ripple,
Andre, and Thunderbird.
Tents have'been pitched among the rocks
and brush in the back, of the park at the edge ,
at the natural amphitheater. To the back of

2:15—Rain began to fall in small drops.
Umbrellas and. raincoats are gradually
being brought out. Some draped plastic
sheets over bicycle frames for makeshift
tents. Many clumps of expensive .10-speed
bicycles dotted the crowd.
As the rain drops continued, a local
American Indian singer came on stage.
"The word Yankee is a corruption of an
Indian word meaning crook," she exclaimed
between songs. Her guitar playing left much
to be desired. Indeed, the rally could have
been improved with better singers and
speakers.
- . . 2:30-^The crowd is thinning out, though
the rain is still only small drops. One man

approached me, hawking a news journal out
of Boston, with stories including a piece on
the American Indian movement back to
their roots. Another, reeking of stale beer,
approached witli a friend and in a slurred
voice asked for an ounce.

"Announce?" I replied.
"No, an ounce, man. an, an ounce!"
The rally is a party ior some, an event, a
happening for others, and concert for yet
more. Two men walk through the crowd
(Continued on page 11)

Photo bv Steve Robe
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official government car for a free ride into
the center of town.

Photo byJSteve Roberts

PBC Rally; A ReporterVJournal
(Continued from page 10)
, carrying a white banner. .'• 'Merril Lynch is
y bullshit on America."
3:00—Heavier drops begin to fall. Most
are prepared, but some aren't, hastily
improvising temporary raincoats of plastic garbage bags. Human garbage sacks are a
strange sight to see at any hour.
The PBC organizers had warned against
sunshine soldiers, and prophetically the
rains have come, driving away those who
came along for the ride.
Some problems with the sound system
have developed. The system is powerful, but
must fight with the din of voices at the back
of the crowd. The generator went out for a
short time, but is in service again.
Anita Bard is now on stage. "We need
jobs, jobs; JOBS!" she shouts, in a style
reminiscent of evangelistic church
meetings.
"This is the largest economic rally since
the depression!"
3:45—The rains have grown to a strong
drizzle, and some seek shelter beneath the
overhang of the stage, trees, and aid tents. A
strong smell of marijuana rolls from one
area of cover through the rain. A park
service ranger stands unconcerned nearby.
The test of those committed to what PBC
stands for is the rain, and yet many remain,
huddled together in rain-slick parks. Many
share blankets and pieces of plastic. Ushers
stand apparently immune to the elements,
soaked to the skin.

stand, stuff smashed cans, bottles, and
newspapers into plastic bags.
5:00—Most of the festivities appear to be
at an end, as people file from the
parkground across the Concord River and
past the tightly guarded presidential review
stand. One young man trying the authority
of the police standing nearby dashes under
the ropes of the secured area, a trooper in
slippery pursuit.
The night is fading into morning, as the
other observers of this Bicentennial begin to
gather. Sirens wail in the distance in anticipation of the president. Official vehicles
on their way to the site contrast with two
trailing motorcycles, the long-haired riders
wearing grins on their faces.
Some of the PBC supporters are leaving in
this odd, semi-darkness, blankets draped
around some, wet rain slicks and muddy
backpacks upon others. Their faces are
tired but jubilant with a sense of purpose
and/or drink. Two young men hop onto an

PBC marshals can now be seen rolling up
the covering over the stage. It appears that
Arlo Guthrie will not show. Indeed, a good
Meanwhile a large Vac-All passes by, many, of the promises by the PBC of soup
sucking Concords streets clear of garbage, kitchens, bread lines, and the like didn't
'
sights not fit for the great elephant's eye.- " come through.
Gerry Ford will come down this road in a
motorcade in only a few hours. Tired looking
7:15—Police begin clearing the North
workers who would probably prefer to be
snuggled under a warm quilt at this early Bridge as the advance contingency of the
estimated 150,000 people to arrive this day
hour handle the flexible nozzle.
begin to clog the streets of Concord. From
the top of the bridge, all one can see is a vast
The smell of dope is still in the air, throng on every available piece of land and
assailing the nostrils unseen from behind
the low stone walls and bushes lining the branch. One man sits over the river high
street. I form an image of local militia firing atop a dead tree, a yellow 'Don't Tread on
at the redcoats from behind these same me' flag stuck in the rotting trunk and a
stone walls over 200 years previously.
bottle of Southern Comfort between his legs.
"Do you want any more doughnuts dear?"
asks an obese lady to her rapidly ballooning
daughter. Entrepreneurs all across the town
have set up pretzel and doughnut stands
even at this early hour. One tries to sell hot
dogs, but finds few takers.
0:00—The PBC supporters, local
residents, and observers of the official
Bicentennial celebration stand together now
on the meadow overlooking the river anticipating the firing of the cannon. Empty
beer cans can be seen strewn among the
roots of bushes alongside the river.
6:10—The fife and drums of the Concord,
California high school band can be heard
over the North Bridge. Only the tips of
standards and bobbing tri-cornered hats can
be seen over the crowd of people being
herded before them.
'Samuel Prescott' on his horse passes by,
uttering his cry, "The British are coming,
the British are coming!" The smile on his
face seems out of place with his words.
6:30—"Jobs not guns" is the cry of some
as the cannons are touched off, their loud
clap rolling through the park. Many cover
their ears.

8:00—In the center of town, the piles of
smashed beer cans which had so gracefully
adorned the lawn of the downtown mall have
disappeared, probably lost to the roving
arm of the Vac-All.
While Concord center was not appreciably
damaged by the refuse left by the PBC
nightowls, the park surrounding the North
Bridge is no doubt scarred for a long time to
come. The general cleanup, though
moderately successful, erase the combination of wall-to-wall bodies and the rain.

Several hours later, the first visible result
of the rally could be seen, as protestors
marked the Ford speech with chants and
jeers. As he spoke, a handful of demonstrators waded onto a small peninsula of
land on the other side of the river and
shouted with raised fists at' the president's
back before security forces could club them
away.
The speech was almost drowned out as
chants of "No more war, no more war"
filled the air. Ford's speech, musket fire, the
playing of the national anthem contrasted
with the chanting and anguished shouts of
the protestors in a strange tribute to this
200th anniversary of America.

4:3o—The crowd has thinned enough to
Permit the survivors of the wet night to walk
around
without stepping on sleeping forms.
ln
the communications tent, marshals are
sleeping, sleeping as only those who had
worked all day and most of the night could
on
«ie damp ground.
--> music fills the park, and handfuls of
People
can be seen dancing Irish jigs. The
m
°od is now of an almost euphoric
togetherness, despite the assortment of
People assembled.
A
general air of solidarity has begun to
?,rm£rge a s P eo P le s in g with Pete Seeger on
Ms Land is Our Land." Seeger stands, on
sa
' ge, peering into the rain-soaked crowd. A
Steam is in his eyes, and a smile hides
beneath his grey beard. Those conscious
enough and near enough can feel it, and an
emotion grips them.

The cry "garbage, pick up the garbage,"
ripples through the crowd, and those able to

Photo by Steve Roberts
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Trinity Theatre Repertory Begins Today
by Sandy Laub
• On Tuesday, April 22, Wednesday, April
23, and Thursday, April 24, the Trinity
College Theatre Arts Department will
preview five one act plays from the senior
directing seminar. The plays form a
repertory to be produced on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday at 4:00 p.m. in
the Goodwin Theatre. Admission is free.
Previewed today are Mrozek's The
Prophets, directed by Stephen Botkin, and
Pinter's The Dumb Waiter, directed by
Eileen Bristow. The Prophets is a political
farce exploring the possibilities of the
destruction of mankind. In The Dumb
Waiter, two gunmen sit in their basement
hideout waiting for their next assignment.
All we know about the world of the play is
the room in which the gunmen live. In
typical Pinter fashion, a complete world is
created which has no existence outside the
world of the play.
On Wednesday, an experiment in
theatrical myth and ritual Numina will be
previewed, Numina was built by director
Kathryn Falk and her cast. She and the cast
have written music to a series of primitive
poems telling the story of the rites of
passage of a floundering tribe which finally
saves itself from impending doom.
On Thursday at 4:00, Israel Horovitz'
Indian Wants the Bronx under the direction
of Peter Arnoff and Susan Miller's new play
Confessions of a Female Disorder directed
by Ann Egbert will preview. Indian Wants
the Bronx is a one-act play about a chilly
September night in New York, two guys and
an Indian waiting for a bus. Confessions of a
Female Disorder is a modern two-act play
exploring the roles of a young women is
expected to deal with, and the alternatives
she discovers to cope with these roles.
From The Prophets, The Dumb Waiter,
Numina, Indian Wants the Bronx, and
Confessions of a Female Disorder, some or
all will be chosen to continue repertory on
May l, 2, and 3 at 8:15 p.m. in the Goodwin
Theatre. Admission will be charged for the
evening performances.
The first week in May promises a lot of
excitement at the Theatre Department.

From left to right: Jim Furlong, Phil Riley, Chip Rome, Jim King, Cathy Spera
and Liz Rodie during a rehearsal of The Prophets. Stephen Botkin directs. The
Prophets previews today at 4 p.m. in Goodwin Theatre.
(Photo by Al Moore)

Intro To Dance Therapy Workshop
Introduction to Dance Therapy - a day
workshop involving lecture demonstrations,
some group participation, video tape and
discussion will be held on Saturday, May £in
the Washington Room from 9:30 a.m. - 4:00
p.m.The workshop will be led by Susan.L,
Sandel, dance therapist at Yale Psychiatric
Institute, Dr. Jesse Geller, professor from
the Yale department of PsychologyPsychiatry and Jennifer Hill, dance
therapist at the Elmcrest Psyhiatric Institute.

2-00. The Training of a Dance Therapist!
The following is the schedule of events for
(Ms. Hill)
'
'' _ .
• • •
the day:
9:30 Registration
3:00 Question and Answer Period with all
10:00 Introduction to Dance Therapy: three participants
,
History, development, current uses, and
The workshop is sponsored by the Dance
basic elements. Lectures demonstration and Program and the Institute for Movement
videotapes of dance therapy sessions with Exploration, Inc. The general donation is;
psychiatric patients. (Ms. Sandel)
$10.00. It is possible for Trinity students to,
12;00 Lunch (bring your own, beverages pay $5.00 donation, but only if they payj
provided)
• before May 2. Checks should be madei
1:00 Dance Therapy as viewed by Mental payable to the Institute for Movement,
Health Professionals (Dr. Geller)
Exploration, Inc., and sent to Judy Dworm
c/o Austin Arys Center. For any further
information, call Judy Dworin ext. 414.

NT.1. to Begin
11th Bus Tour

Susan Egbert (left) and Tucker Ewing (right) during a rehearsal of Confessions
of a Female Disorder.. Ann Egbert directs. Confessions previews Thursday, April
.24 at 4 p.m. in Goodwin Theatre. >
,.
, (Photo by Nina Meledandri
"•••

•>.''.

Waterford, Conn.-The National Theater
Institute Bus Company, located at the
O'Neill Theater Center, will begin its
eleventh bus tour on Monday, April _
featuring two one-act productions: a storytheater version of DRACULA, and GIMFJUJ
THE FOOL, a musical adaptation ot tne
.short story by Isaac Bashevis Singer-"«
• 29-member group of students from colleges
throughout the United States will tour New
England from April 21st through May 6th.
The fifteen-day tour includes workshops ane
performances at Williams c.oue&L
(Williamstown, Mass.), Benmngtpn
(Bennington, VU, Connecticut Co eg
(New London, Conn.), Mohegan Co" m " r a W
College (Norwich, Conn.) and
College (Hartford, Conn.).
.
, ,.
DRACULA is Kenneth. Cavandeid
adaptation of the Bram Stoker classic
GIMPEL THE FOOL was written ana i.
directed by Larry Arrick, Director of the
Institute, and the music was written^DJ
Barbara Damashek, also a faculty •memoe
there. Mr. Arrick and Ms. DairiasheK nav
collaborated on several Bus Companj
productions, among them THE.>.
OF TWO MASTERS, TWO OLYMPIAN GAMES, SOULS ON FIRE
CAMINO REAL and TOM JONES, which
currently running at the Trinity Wjua
Repertory Theater in Providence, " j 1 The rehearsal -period- at the Institute
which began April 1st, marks the ena^o ,
ten-week program of intensive tneaie
training, during which students workea witi
the regular staff of professionais an
numerous guest artists. The wau j
Theater Institute, which is partially turn*
by a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation
is in its sixth year and has over 20j
graduates.
\
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Jesters Score With U.S.A.
by Andrew Yaffee
When the Trinity Jesters perform, there will inevitably be
many people there to watch. The
Jesters have always been known
by campus play-goers for the
excellence of their work, and
Friday night's performance of
John Dos Passos' "U.S.A." can
only complement this well
deserved reputation. It is rare
enough for a play to boast such fine
acting and directing as "U.S.A.",
but when the technical aspects of
production - the sound, lighting and
choreography - run as smoothly as

still recognize his viewpoint, and,
at the least, admire his prose.
"U.S.A." is an interpretation of
American life roughly between the
years 1916-29. It is extremely biting
in its social commentary and, for a
play of only 2 1/2 hours in length,
covers a great deal of ground and
makes a great many points. This
again is a credit to the author's
prose. Dos Passos, I think, sees
American life as a swirling,
grinding mess of miscellaneous
national myths and expectations.
His work is aimed at exploding
much of the so-called tradition

He is little more than a newspaper
obituary.
His wife lives on, a hopeless
socialite, who is more concerned
with the uniforms soldiers wear
into battle than the battle itself. His
lover has married a member of the
exiled Russian nobility in France.
His protege, Richard Savage, has
taken over in the business where
Moorehouse left off. And, most
significantly, at the railroad
station, another small-town
songwriter has come to seek his
fortune in the city.

§
to

I

o

they did on Friday night, then it is
truly a pleasure.
For those who did not see
"U.S.A;"or who have never seen a
Jester's production, it is to be
hoped that there might be a repeat
performance for you. U.S.A. is the
collective title of a trilogy of works
by John Dos Passos. The works
were written in the 1920's and 30's,
and were released individually
under the titles, The 42nd Paralle,
1M9, and The Big Money. Of the
three, The Big Money was the
source of inspiration for much of
the dramatic revue which the
Jester's performed. Forty years
after the publication of the trilogy,
U.S.A. is still a relevant, vital work
and, although we may not always
agree with the author's conceptions of American life, we must

which we have so smugly labelled
Americanism. At various points in
"U.S.A." such American stalwarts
as rugged individualism, the
agrarian myth, self-interest, Social
Darwinism and "dying for one's
country" come under fire, and it is
remarkable how quickly they wilt
under the author's pen.
In this society, the people have
lost every shred of individuality
and importance to the running of
the machinery of the nation. Here
we have followed J. . Ward
Moorehouse from his arrival in the
city as a small-town songwriter, to
his work as a newspaper writer,
into public relations work, to a
marriage with a wealthy older
socialite and finally as a big shot
public relations magnate. And yet,
when he dies, we do not even see it.

(Photo by Margie Johnson)

People are coming and going,
creating and achieving, but they
are all" ultimately victims of the
system,
It is regrettable that the actors
and their various roles were not all
listed individually of the play bill,
but the quality of the acting was so
consistantly excellent that perhaps
it would be best just to say that Jim
Abrams, Mike Carter, Judy
DelGiudice, Chris Jepson, Carol
Livingston and Beth Page were all
super. An extra pat on the back to
J. Ward Moorehouse - whichever
you are - for what I felt to be a very
astute interpretation of the complexities of Dos Passos' conception
of the American businessman,
Other credits go to John Lebeaux
(production manager, prop master
and light technician), Susan
Egbert (sound technician),
Maximillian Notazero (lighting
design) and Beth Page and Carol
Livingston (choreography).
Particular praise must be paid to
the lighting designers for an incredibly effective job considering
the limitations of Seabury 9 as a
'theatre'.11 (No thanks at all to

whoever planned the seating
arrangement).
And the unsung hero of the
production was Jim Pratzon, the
director, who made "U.S.A." run
like clockwork. His choice of halls,
his format, his
pacing...everything...made the
show the success it was.

Postludes
Wednesday, April 23, at 9:30 p.m.
in Austin Arts Center 101. Program
of music by Mozart: Piano Concerto #23 (A maj); Exultate
Jubilate (Soprano motet)
Andrea McCrady accompanied
by Dr. Virginia Rittenhouse-from
Sterling, Mass.
Thursday, April 24, at 10:00 p.m.
in Garmany Hall. Robert
Paskowitz, Saxophone, Rochelle
Homelson, piano
Works by Bach, Handel, Ravel,
Debussy, Musorgsky, Rachmaninoff, Bozza.
• Everyone invited!-. • ••• ..-,..«

(Photo by Margie Johnson)

Poetry
One thousand dollars will be
awarded as grand prize in the Firsl
Annual Poetry Competition
sponsored by World of Poetry.
Poems of all subjects and styles
are eligible to win the grand priz«
or any of fifty other cash or merchandise awards.
According to contest director
Josep' Mellon,' 'We are looking fof
poetic .alent of every kind, anc
expect 1975 to be a year of exciting
discoveries."
In addition to a prize, eacl
winning poem will be included ii
the prestigious World of Poetr;
Anthology. The contest will b
judged by an independent panel o
the Chaparral Poetry Society
Rules and official entry forms ar
available by writing to World c
Poetry, 801 Portola Drive, Suit
211, San Francisco, Californi
94127. The contest closes June 3(
1975.-
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Posfiudes Review

'D'Andy is Dandy
The second half of the program
started with "A Tribute to the
Tijuana WHO?" (that's what the
program said; I'm not sure what it
means) and bo'th players seemed
to have calmed down during the
intermission. The tribute was a
medley of tunes popularized by the
Tijuana Brass: A Taste of Honey,
The Shadow of Your Smile, and
Aeapulco 1922. During The Shadow
of Your Smile Mr. Kehoe finally
opened up and showed us what a
was supposed to sound
The "combo" consisted of Mr. Trumpet
like. The rest of the program went
Kehoe on Trumpet and Trombone more smoothly than the first half
(not simultaneously, of course), as the players relaxed more, and
and Mr. Friedman on Piano and included Try to Remember, Walk
right shoe heel. The program was on By, Killing Me Softly, Georgy
made up of popular tunes and Girl, and I Say A Little Prayer.
theme songs by Burt Bacharach,
At the end of the program, the
Tijuana Brass, the Beatles, and
audience indicated that an encore
others.
was in order, so Mr. Friedman and
The program opened with Mr. Kehoe, who had not anHawaii 5-0, and Mr. Friedman ticipated the need for one and
dove into it somewhat forcefully seemed surprised at their success,
Country Music and Square Dancing...St. Elmo's Fire will be featured in Sunday's
and seemed rather nervous at the decided to play The Shadow of
Spring
Weekend Activities beginning at 1 p.m. on the quad.
outset. Mr. Kehoe also seemed Your Smile again, which was a
somewhat nervous at the start and wise choice as it was the number
'his playing was short on breath and they did the best.
lacking a very full tone. The One complaint I had with the
program continued with Raindrops concert is that the piano came out
Keep Falling on My Head, Scar- too much throughout the program
tune with the very beautiful voice tation harmony making this a
by Glenn A. Woods
borough Fair, And I Love Her, and tended to overshadow the
of
Roberta, all blending into a memorable effort. Displaying a
Whether
vibrant
or
mellow,
Here, There, and Everywhere, and Trumpet or Trombone. Both
superb variety of hard-driving
Feelin' Groovey. Both players players had the solo at times, but I Black Music, with its wide ranging brilliant result. It took over a year sounds and slow, romantic tunes,
for
we
devoted
Roberta
Flack
fans
tones
and
rhythms
offers
immense
feel
the
lid
on
the
piano
should
have
remained on edge during the first
pleasure. From a storage of ex- to experience "Feel Like Makin' The Temptations in "A Song For
half of the performance, and Mr. been closed for better balance.
periences
and feelings known as Love". After listening to and en- You" have their best album in
Kehoe was not able to sustain his
In general most everyone enmany years.
tones very well. Many of their joyed the concert both for the "Soul", Black People have joying the album, one finds it well
"Cosmic Truth" (Motown-G6developed
a
beautifully,
distinct
worth
waiting
for.
cutoffs were abrupt and not too music and for the two personalities
970SD by The Undisputed Truth is
sound.
together.
performing it.
Pass the word! The Temptations at best a good album. The UnSince the late sixties, Roberta
Flack has been one of the leading are back! After a succession of sisputed Truth's latest release
exponents of this beautifully, moderately successful albums suffers from an excess of
distinct sound. As a pianist, over the last five years The psychedelic sound effects, gimsongstress and producer operating Temptations' latest album, "A micks, and loud music covering
under the pseudonym Rubina Song For You" (Motpwn-G6- mediocre singing. The apparent
Flake, Roberta has in her latest LP 969SD, a real gem, conjures up attempt to convey a spaced out
created possibly her most com- vivid memories of The Temp- message negatively dominates an
plete album, "Feel Like Makin' tations we grew to love and album which exhibits on ocLove" (Atlantic-SD18131).Thisisa cherish. On side one "The Temps" casional upbeat rhythm and occollection of soft, flowing tunes cut loose with five tunes exhibiting casionally good vocals. "JL.il' Red
mellowing into very warm, loving much excitement and vitality. Ridin' Hood", devoid for the most
vibrations. Supported by such "Glasshouse" and "Shakey part of the production noom
best exemplify the music gimmicks, and "UFO'S", sucby Bruce Kinmonth
Salathe. Boih players displayed accomplished musicians as Quincy Ground"
employing the
on
side
one - recalling great cessfully
Jones,
Alphonze
Mouzon,
Bob
When I left the Chapel Sunday good intonation and phrasing, and James and Joe Farrell, Roberta albums like "Puzzle People" and psychedelic sound effects, are the
night, I said to myself, "Ahh...., the lower pitch range of the in- Flack has developed a perfectly "Psychedelic Shack" - designed to album's best puts. Otherwise,
that was nice," I was, at the time, struments eliminated the echo arranged and produced album' listen up and get down to. Side two, "Cosmic Truth" by The Unreferring to the concert I had just problem the quartet had.
exhibiting immense precision and a completely different trip from disputed Truth leaves much to be
heard given by musicians mainly • After intermission,
Janet professionalism. " I Wanted It the flip side is a collection of desired. Hopefully, this collection
from Trinity and Hartt and calling; Cochran returned to play the Suite Too," "Feel Like Makin' Love" mellodious ballads reminiscent of of five promising vocalists will
themselves the April Chamber #1 in G for.unaccompanied cello by and "Early Ev'ry Midnite" typify The Temptations' very beautiful come back down to earth in their
Players.
J. S. Bach. Miss Cochran showed the i^se of superb background LP of a few years ago, "In A next album in order that their full
Mellow Mood." "A Song For You" potential can be realized.
The program consisted of a well- surprisingly good control of her : vocals (which sound like in- and
"Firefly" best exemplify the
struments
in
themselves)
and
instrumentand
had
excellent
inrounded hour and a half's worth of
polished instrumentalists in exact moving melody and rich Temptonation
and
phrasing
throughout
18th century chamber music.
the 1/2 hr. long piece. Miss
The first group to appear was a Cochran appeared at east despite
string quartet consisting of the fact that she was playing alone;
Elizabeth Hamisevich and Ruth and played through the suite
1. Concert. April 22, 7 p.m.,
Zumstein, violins, Leslie Salathe, making only a few mistakes. The
Sea
bury 47. free.
viola, and Janet Cochran, Cello. scope of the piece made this the
2.
Choreolympics. April 29, 7:30
HARTFORD — The Trinity Brdhms. The antiphonal motet, p.m., Washington Room. AdJanet is a Trinity student while the definite highlight of the evening.
Tota p'ulchra Es Maria by mission 50*
others are from Hartt. The group
Last on the program was the Trio College Concert Choir under the
played Mozart's String Quartet in in G for two flutes and cello by direction of Mr. Jonathan Reilly Bruckner includes "some of the
3. Improvisation in Five. May 1,
B-flat, K. 458, often referred to as Franz Joseph Haydn, and here will present its annual Spring most tender music ever written by 7:30 p.m., Hamlin Hall:, free
that
composer."
"the Hunt". The group seemed to Miss Cochran was joined by Concert on Saturday, April 26th at
4. 10 in Seabury 9. May 5, 10:00
Last summer, the choir made a p.m., free.
have a far-away sound in theTrinity flutists Linda Alexander 8:15. P.M. in the College Chapel.
very successful three week concert
depths of the Chapel; the violins and Matthew Cahn. The piece was
5. Sea Bass. May 6, 10:00 p.m.,
especially seemed to echo, and the bright and spirited and was a good
The featured works will be tour of England, including per- Life Science Center lobby.
resulting sound was somewhat ending piece for an evening of fine Symphony of Psalms by Igor formances . at Portsmouth Audience seating outsiding., free.
muddy from where I was sitting. music. My only complaint here Stravinsky, accompanied by or- Cathedral, The Isle of Wight, and
The quartet suffered most from was that at times the first flute chestra and piano, and Jesu Meine Canterbury Cathedral. One
intonation in the first violin part. overbalanced the second.
Freude by Johahn Sebastian Bach. English reviewer priased the
There will be a one^hour
The latter piece is Bach's only group for "executing their music program of Armenian music on
with
a
skill
and
depth
of
feeling
Next on the program were two
There are few student concerts I purely choral motet written in rarely found in an amateur- WRTC-FM from 6:30-7:30 p.m. on
duets for viola, the first by W.F,
have
enjoyed more at Trinity and I eleven movements, each one with group."
Thursday, April 24. The program,
Bach and the second by Karl
hope
Students for Music at Trinity its own musical flavor.
Stamitz". The duets were played by
The concert on the 26th is open to in commemoration of Armenian
The choir will also perform
Michael Moody, a violist with the can organize similar programs in shorter works by Anton Bruckner, the public, and donations will be Martyr's Day, is the first Armenian-language broadcast from
Hartford Symphony, and Leslie the future.
Aaron Copland, and Johannes accepted at the door.
Trinity's radio station.

by Bruce Kinmdnth
A duo consisting of Dan Kehoe
and Andy Friedman calling
themselves "D'Andy!" (Could it
be French? No, I think there must
be a hidden meaning there) appeared in Garmany Hall Wednesday night looking for all the
world like a new Vaudeville act in
their identically patterneu shirts
(which they claimed was coincidental).

Black Music Offers Distinct Sound

April Players Present
Well-Rounded,
Fine

Student
Dance Series

Choir to Sing

Armenian
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AAHBOG Presents

SPRING WEEKEND
FRIDAY

SATURDAY, APRIL 26th
All Day Party - Starting 11 A.M.
12 - 3 P.M. Vernon St. Block Party
All School Barbeque
Soap Box Car Races
1 - 5 P.M. School Talent Show
on Main Quad
5:00 P.M. - SAGA BANQUET . Mathar
8:30 P.M. -Washington Room Dance
with VICE'

SUNDAY, APRIL 27th
12:00 Noon - Marathon Softball Game
for Food Relief Main Quad
1 - 5:00 P.M. - Country Music
& Square Dancing with

"Sf. Elmo's Fire"

SUNDAY NITE RECOVERY
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Peterdi, Hayter, Richard Hunt and pm, at the Hartford Region YWCA,
135 Broad Street, Hartford.
many others.
The adult program will feature
Also in the collection will be a
number of Japanese woodcuts films, speakers, demonstrations,
from the Ukiyo-e School along with exhibits, workshops, and pernumerous wood engravings by • formances on the theme of
Henry Wolf. Area artists to be "women in the world". The
represented are Abies, Baskin, children's program will offer
Bumbeck, Cale, Hatcher and Van films, music, stories, puppets, and
dancing. The YWCA nursery will
Vliet.
All works displayed are for sale be open for pre-school baby-sitting.
and range in price from $5.00 to The entire program is free, and the
$5,000 with a total value of $100,000. general public is cordially invited.
John Wilson, Director of the
Epitaph, a multi-media sound Lakeside Studio, will accompany
and slide show, will be shown on the collection and answer
Monday, April 28, at 8 p.m. in the historical and technical questions.
life Sciences Auditorium. The
presentation is sponsored by the
All , Connecticut
artists,
Christian fellowship.
photographers and craftspersons
Epitaph is designed and
who wish to submit their work for
narrated around the text of an
exhibit at the fifth annual Greater
anonymous pamphlet known as the
The faculty of the Department of Hartford Civic and Arts Festival,
Western Book of the Dead. Epitaph Economics will meet with majors May 31-June 8 in Constitution
challenges those who think that and prospective majors on Plaza must be ready to comply
there is no God yet continue to Tuesday 29 April at 7:15 p.m. in with deadline dates in early May.
assume that things are just the Life Sciences Auditorium, to The first entry deadline is May 3
same as if there were a God. It is discuss course offerings for the for photography works with crafts
also a definitive challenge to the next academic year and, pre- being accepted on May 9 and 10 and
nihilist, and specifically outlines registration procedures.
painting and sculpture on May 16
some of the consequences of that
and 17.
view.
This year a total of $3000 in prize
Whatever
your
present
money will be awarded among four
The Univ. of Connecticut School categories: .painting, sculpture,
theological or non-theological
world view, this multi-media effort of Law is sponsoring a conference photography and crafts. An adwill make you do some thinking,, on law school for interested un- ditional $500 will be awarded in
and perhaps allow you to expand dergraduate students as part of Community Art. A non-refundable
your own thoughts on some of the their celebration of Law Day, May entry fee of $5.00 per category is
more profound issues at the root of 1, 1975. They will conduct a required for submission of work.
the problems in society today. It's program from 2:00 to 4:30 that No late entries in any category will
free, and it's,no waste of time. afternoon in their building on the be accepted, and all works must be
Bring a friend...
Greater Hartford Campus of the delivered and not shipped.
University, located at the corner of
Photography entries will be
Trout Brook Drive and Asylum
Avenue in West Hartford. The received on May 3 between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. at 238 Constitution
A unique selection of old master, program will include information Plaza. Entry forms will be
on
admission
to
law
school,
current
modern master and contemporary
available only at the delivery
prints will be on view for one day, students' views of what law school location. Both color and black and
is
like,
a
moot
court
demonTuesday, April 29, from 1 to 5 p.m.
white work, utilizing photographic
in the Austin Arts Center at Trinity stration, mock class sessions and imagery or processes, will be
an
informal
reception
for
parCollege. The public is invited.
eligible for entry. Slides which
ticipants and law students.
require projection will not be
The exhibition, which is
accepted. Each photographer is
presented by the Lakeside Studio
limited to five entries which should
of Lakeside, Michigan, will give
be unframed and matted or
local collectors an opportunity to
Pre-Registration will-be Thur- mounted on either 11" x 14", 14" x
view ..over 1,000 original prints sday, May 1 and Friday, May 2 in 17" or 16" x 20" boards, Works in
containing works by Durer, Callot, the Washington Room, Mather other dimensions must be ready
Piranesi, Blake, Rousault, Villon, Campus Center.
for hanging or installation when
Whistler, Antreasian. Tobey,
submitted. All works will be
exhibited indoors under controlled
conditions.
In celebration of International
Entries in crafts will be accepted
Women's Year, so-designated for on Friday, May 9 between 10 a.m.
1975 by the U.N., a coalition of and 3 p.m. and on Saturday
Connecticut women's groups is morning May 10 between 10 a.m.
sponsoring "IWY Kaleidoscope," and 12 noon at the former Rogers
on Sunday, May 4, 1975, from 1-5 Peet store on the north end of

Stravinsky, accompanied by orchestra and piano and " Jesu Meine
Freude" by Johann Sebastian
The Classics department will Bach. The choir will also perform
hold a special examination for the shorter works by Anton Bruckner,
Goodwin prizes in Greek on Aaron Copland and Johannes
Tuesday, April 22, at 2 p.m. First Brahms. The antiphonal motet,
prize is $300 and a Greek coin; "Tota Pulchra Es Maria" by
second prize is $200 and a Greek Bruckner includes "some of the
coin. The competition .is open to most tender music ever written by
those currently enrolled in 200-and that composer."
300-level courses.

Greek Prizes

Epitaph

Latin Prizes
The Classics department will
hold a special examination for the
Melvin W. Title and the James A.
Notopoulos prizes in Latin on
Thursday, April 24, at 2 p.m. The
Title prizes are open to students
currently enrolled in 300-level
Latin courses, while only those now
taking Latin 221 or 222 may
compete for the Notopoulos prizes.
Each competition has a first prize
of $65 and a second prize of $35.

Earth Week
In recognition of Earth Week,
students are invited to volunteer
their energy, talents, and/or
brawn in projects devoted to improving the Trinity campus environment. Such activities as the
planting of shrubs and evergreens
are being organized by the Committee on the Environment and
Energy for Friday afternoon, April
25. The College will donate
necessary equipment and plants;
all that is needed from the student
body is hard work. Interested
students should sign up for this
project at the Front Desk of
Mather Hall.

Choir Concert
The Trinity College Concert Choir
will present its annual Spring
Concert on Saturday, April 26, at
8; 15 p.m. in the College Chapel.
The concert will be conducted by
Jonathan ReilJy, organist and
choir-director^at Trinity, and is
open to the public.
The featured works will be
"Symphony of Psalms" by Igor

Arts festival
Entry Rules

Economics
Majors

Pre-Law

Art Exhibition

Pre-Registration

Women's Year

Penguins
at your campus
bookstore

MEN'S LIBERATION: A New Definition of Masculinity.
Jack Nichols.. This pioneering book shows how men's
liberation can enrich the.lives of both' sexes. $2.50
PLEASURE: A Creative Approach to Life. Alexander
Lowen, M.D. Bioenergetic exercises that help the body
regain its natural freedom and spontaneity, and release
not only pleasure but also joyous creativity. $1.95
DIVORCED IN AMERICA: Marriage in an Age of
Possibility. Joseph Epstein. A firsthand report on
divorce in America today. "Refreshingly thoughtful,
exceedingly literate, personally insightful"— .•':'..
Newsweek. $1.95
' ••'•

Buy your honey
a bottle of cheap wine - our specialty.

THE MIND POSSESSED: A Physiology of Possession,
Mysticism and FaithHeaVmg.WllliamSargant. A
surprfsihg;iook:at.the methods that witchdoctors, . ,
Voodoo priests, Southern revivalists, and others use.to
;:
sway the mind. $2.50
• • , '. - -.:

Free Delivery for orders over $3.00 I
within walking distance.

Works entered for exhibition will
be insured for 80% of the sale price
to a limit of $500 per item by the
Festival from the time the work is
received until it is released to the
owner or purchaser or not later
than May 29 for works not accepted
and June 14 for those exhibited.
Additional information may be
obtained by calling the Arts
Festival office at 5254451.
The Festival will be open to the
public free of charge from 10 a.m.
until 10 p.m. daily May 31 through
June 8.

Relay
Information
The third annual Trinity College
24-Hour Relay Marathon will be
held Thursday and Friday, May
8th and 9th. Running time will be
6:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. The
Marathon will be run on the 440track of Jessee Field. We hope to
have one faculty team and at least
one student team. One team
consists of a maximum of .10'
people. Each person runs one mile
at a time. The relay covers a 24hour period. If you are interested
in running, or would like more
information, contact Ralph Walde
at ext.349 or 522-3586 (home), or
Ruth Veal at ext. 322 or 524-0892
(room). Volunteers are also
needed to record the mileage. One
non-competitor must be on hand at
all times.

TEAPim^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
231 White Street

| 2 Blocks South of Trinity 5 2 5 - 1 6 9 8 I
:
1-84 EXIT 58-SILVER LANE-ROBERTS ST.
EAST HARTFORD •
24HR. TEL. INFO. 568-8810
FREE LIGHTED PARKING* We Honor MASTER CHARGE

^
)
f
^
;
Ph.D. This "";;:/
::guide:isdesigned to make the forthcoming transition to
:tfern:etflc:;systern easy and •painless, $1.25:;. -

may be cheaper than a ,
.
YEAR or SEMESTER in the States.
W h y not live, study and learn in EUROPt <

ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD
221 EiKt 50th Street New York. M YW0022_J

•/
;

DIP YOU KNOW.'

A YEAR or a SEMESTER abroad ;,

•SEASON ON THE PLAIN. Franklin Russell. This unique •
book re-creates a season in the lives of the animals
plants of the African plaln,."Sihgs, roars, buzzes and
1
pulseswiththe primeval rhythms of life and death"—
;'-•••:

I

Graphic arts and sculpture will
be received on Friday and
Saturday, May 16 and 17, between
10 a.m. and 4 p.m. on the lower
level of the former Rogers Peete
Store feeing Market Street across
from G. Fox & Co. Entry forms will
be available only at the delivery
locations. The graphic arts
category encompasses all works to
be hung and includes paintings,
prints, drawings and collages.
Only two works may be submitted
by each entrant and no work is to
exceed 60 inches in any direction.
Works must be framed, wired and
ready for hanging. Watercolors,
prints and drawings must be under
glass. Each sculptor will be limited
to two entries.

Liquor Emporium

THE AXIS OF EROS. Walter M. Spink. A montage of .
worksof art—caplioned by poems, hymns, aphorisms,
and quotations—showing how sexual imagery reveals
a basic difference between the cultures of the East
and the West. $3.95 , .
. ;
•-, •••

• New:YorkTimes'Bo6kReview.^$2£5",

•

Constitution Plaza. All works must
be accompanied by an official
entry form which can be obtained
from the Arts Festival office at 250
Constitution Plaza. All Connecticut
craftspeople are invited to submit
up to 25 pieces of their finest work
for judging. Sets with a maximum
of ten pieces will be considered one
unit. The exhibit will include all
media
except
painting,
photography, graphics and
sculpture. Works will be displayed
indoors during the Festival. All
works must be priced for sale and
be ready for exhibit.. The Festival
will receive a 20% commission on
all works sold.

Wed. 1:45, 7:00, ?;30
Thurs., 7:00, 9:30

, 2,-8 p.m.
Thurs.i 8'tti'm.-'1
Fri.rSiOO, 7105, 10:00
<mm
Sat. & Sun,, i:S5; 4115, 7;05,:10:0f
Mon. « TUes., 2.ip(j,.5:

30 p.m. only
ThUrj.) 8:15 p.iti

& hi^iM^ool students- liy-Sy-S^Si

The Simsbury A Better chance Program
seeks a resident tutor starting in September, ~ .
'; *
The ABC house is located in the heart of
Simsbury, it has 9 resident high school
students and 2 resident directors. All
meals, linen, a private room and
gasoline support up to $35.00 per month
are provided.
^
.
Tutoring .''responsibilities are 7;10!;F>.M.
Sunday through •th'jirsdjy.i
* '. ',;.
IndividuaTshouid be rriature and possess
requisite skills in Mathematics and
E n g l i s h , '•'.:" : • ' ; • '
. I f i n t e r s ' ' - . ':'';•....

' : ^ * ' ."' [ ".'.••-..
' :'.. . • . ; / - / . : •

If interested call M r . James Dan:icisi549-;.
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Jlyon: Geometry
of Football?
Frank Ryan, mathematician and
former quarterback for the
Cleveland Browns and Washington
Redskins, will give a free public
lecture at 8 p.m. Thursday
evening, May 1 in the Gengras
Student Union, University of
Hartford. His talk, entitled "How
to Pack the Stadium," will focus on
personal reminiscences during his
extensive career as a gridiron
player.
Prior to his public talk May 1,
Ryan will lecture at 1 p.m. in Dana
Hall, UHart science
and
engineering center. His topic,
under auspices of the UofH
Mathematics Club, will be formal
geometry. At 4 p.m. in Dana Hall,
he will discuss computer use in
Congress in respect to House information systems.
At 10 a.m. May 2, Ryan'will
speak in Auerbach Auditorium. His
talk will focus on the conveyance of
information to Congressional
decision-makers. At 2 p.m. in Dana
Hall, he will outline the geometric
function theory (Riemann surfaces) for mathematics enthusiasts.
Athlete, professor and government official, Ryan has served
since 1971 as director of the House
Information Systems
staff,.
Committee on House Administration, U.S. House of
Representatives in Washington,
D.C.

Kinsella
to Read Poetry
Thomas Kinsella, considered one
of Ireland's foremost poets, will
give a reading of his works in Wean
Lounge on Tuesday, April 22, at 8
p.m. The reading is sponsored by
the Trinity Poetry-Center, and is
open to the public!1 • . ••

Kinsella has received the
Guinness Poetry Award (London)
in 1958; Poetry Book Society
selections (London) for "Another
September" in 1958 and "Downstream" in 1962. He received the
Denis Devlin Memorial Award,
Ireland's chief recognition for
poetry, for "Wormwood."
Among his recent publications
are "One," "The Good Fight,"
"Vertical Man," and "Notes from
the Land of the Dead and Other
Poems."

Manuel: Fight
Against Racism
Sam Manuel, the New York
coordinator of the National Student
Coalition Against Racism, will
lecture on "The Fight for School
Desegregation""at 4 p.m. on April
23 in McCook Auditorium.
Manuel has been working for
over six months to build support
for the embattled Boston Black
community in their struggle for.
school desegregation. In September 1974, when the school year
began, he visited Boston and rode
the busses with Black students
being bussed to South Boston.
Manuel was formerly chairman of
the Black Student Union at Georgia
State University, and in 1971 was
active against the war in Vietnam
as director of the Black Task Force
of the National Peace Action
Coalition.
This event is sponsored by the
Trinity Coalition of Blacks.

'Patients'
Libraries'
"Patients' Libraries - A Link to
Life" is the subject of an address to
be delivered April 29 at 9:30 a.m.
by Selma R. Gale of New York
City's United Hospital Fund (UHF) at the annual conference of the
Connecticut Library Association in
the Sheratdn Hotel at Hartford.'

__±-

»••

***•__ * i i

Mrs.
Gale is a UHF library
consultant for New York City
public and private hospitals and
pioneered the establishment of
patients' libraries.

Collectors,
Curators
and Critics
Sr. Fernando Perpina-Robert,
cultural counsellor of the Spanish
Consulate General in New York
City since 1975, and Betty Benson,
curator
of
pre-Columbian
collection at Dumbarton Oaks,
Washington, D.C. will present the
final two lectures in the Trinity
College series on "Collectors,
Curators, gnd Critics" in the
Austin Arts Center at 4:00 p.m. on
April 29 and May 6.
Sr. Perpina-Robert will give an

Curry College, a four-year'
liberal arts college in Milton,
Mass., has joined with a Bostonbased tour operator to create a
low-cost Spanish language and
culture courses.
The program is offered in three
summer sessions: May 26-July 4;
June 9-July 14; July 6-August 13.
The travel segment of the package
costs $499 and includes round-trip
jet
airfare,
first-class
hotel/apartment accommodations
for 6 weeks, two overnight sightseeing trips, and other extras.
Options available at extra cost
include a two-week stay in the
Canary Islands and a two-week
open air ticket entitling the holder
to visit 19 Spanish cities and three
resort islands.
The study segment of the
program consists of four threecredit courses: Elementary
Spanish, Intermediate Spanish,

Advanced Composition and Conversation, and Culture and
Civilization of Spain. Cost is $100
per course. They are also available
for audit.
These courses are all Curry
College courses; Check with the
registrar or department head of
your college or university to ensure
the credits will be accepted for
transfer by your school.

Announcements
The Tripod requests that all
announcements and lectures be
typed before they are submitted.
We cannot always guarantee that
we will have time to type of handwritten announcements.
The deadline for announcements
is 11 p.m. Saturday.

Kite Day
Come help darken the skies over
Bushnell Park. Bring your kite on
Saturday, May 3rd from 11:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m. Kite Day!

illustrated slide show on Spanish
modern art, with emphasis on the
museum of Cuenca, Spain. Betty
Benson's lecture is entitled "Gods,
Gardens and Gold."
The lectures, which are sponsored by the Trinity Friends of Art,
are free and open to the public.

Civil Rights
of Disabled
Sydney E. Ahlstrom, professor of
American history and modern
religious history at Yale University, will speak on the topic "The
Making of a Redeemer Nation," on
April 22 at 8 p.m. in the Washington
Room. His talk, which is open to
the public, deals with Puritanism
and Rationalism in the American
national faith and reflections on
the history and present state of a
dual patriotic heritage,

The lecture is the fifth annual
Michael. T. Getlin lecture in
religion.

La Polombara
to Speak
Under the auspices of the
Political Science Department and
the Trinity Lecture Committee,
Professor Joseph LaPalombara
will present a talk on "Democratic
Pluralism
and
Political
Inequality" on Monday, April 28 at
4:00 p.m. in Wean Lounge.
LaPalombara is Arnold Wolfers
Professor of Political Science and
Chairman \jf the Department at
Yale University. He is an internationally recognized authority
on Western European political
systems and is . the author of
Politics Within Nations; Italy: The
Politics of Planning; Interest
Groups in Italian Politics; and
numerous other books and articles.

News notes
Builders
For the 42nd successive year, the
laborers,
carpenters
and
stonemasons who built the Trinity
College Chapel returned last
Saturday for a brief prayer service, a traditional dinner of turkey
and beer, and another look at their
handiwork.
Of the crew of more than 200 men
who started work on the huge
limestone Chapel in 1928, only
about 37 are still alive. Five of
them were on hand Saturday night.
The names of the Chapel builders
who diedduring the past year were
carved into the stone blocks on the
South Cloister, joining the names
of the other craftsmen who helped
construct what is considered one of
the -finest • structures of Gothic
architecture in the country.

More Announcements
Spanish Summer

Bells
The two performers for this
week's noonday carillon
recitals
are Mark Strickland,1 who played
yesterday, and Walter Lawn, who
will play this Friday.

CP.

Scholarship ,
Almost 5,000 needy undergraduate students in five of the
six New England States will
receive scholarships averaging
$500 next year William T. Logan,
Jr., Commissioner of Education,
Region I, announced today.
Over $1.2 million in State Student
Incentive Grant ,(SSIG) awards
will go to continue State financial
aid programs for students enrolled
in colleges and vocational schools
in each of Region I's states but
New Hampshire.
"The SSIG funds must be
matched by States, dollar for
dollar, out of their own resources,"
Commissioner Logan explained.
"The maximum that may be
awarded to a student for full-time
study- is $1,500 per academic'year,
and half-time students are eligible
for smaller amounts."

Carilloneur

Lecture

The Parent's Association of
United Cerebral Palsy of Greater
Hartford invites the public to hear
Attorney David Berdon speak at
the United Cerebral Palsy Center,
50 South Main Street, West Hartford, on Monday, April•28th, at 7:30
p.m. Berdon's topic will be human
and civil rights of the disabled.
Berdon, a New Haven Attorney,
is president of the New Haven
Association for Retarded Citizens,
and vice-president of United
Cerebral Palsy of Connecticut.
Transportation is available for
the disabled: Call the CP. Center
at 236-6201.

ABC PIZZA HOUSE
(ACROSS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE)
297 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE,
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Staron, Prop.

DELICIOUS PIZZAS &HOT OVEN GRINDERS
ROAST BEEF GRINDERS

Daniel Kehoe '78 was judged the
winner of the competition for the
master carilloneur post on Friday,
April 8, Also competing were
Stanley Ackert '76 and Philip
Crevier J78.
Each contestant played three
pieces on the bells. Kehoe played
"All Hail the Power of Jesus'
Name", an "Impromptu for the
Two-Octave Carillon", and the
finale of Stravinsky's "Firebird
Suite". Ackert played "Watchman,

Tell,Us of the",Night", the "Marseillaise", and' a voluntary from
"Ten Tunes for a Musical Clock"
by Handel. Crevier played "All
Things Bright and Beautiful",
"Das Khlinget so Herzlich" by
Mozart, and Beethoven's "Ode to
Joy".
,.
Kehoe replaces Suzanne Gates
'75 as master carilloneur. Gates
graduates next month.

leprosy
A 41 year old New Haven man
was reported with leprosy this
week according to a report issued
today by the Preventable Diseases
Division of the State Health
Department. This is the second
case of the disease reported in the
state this year. There were three
cases of leprosy reported in
Connecticut during 1974.
In other highlights from this
week's Connecticut disease report,
Hartfc i edged out New Haven, 6561, for uiis week's high in reported
gonorrhea cases. German measles
cases jumped from 6 to 132 in a
week, thanks to a dedicated effort
by the Coast Guard Academy,
whose boys-contracted 112 cases of
the disease, and spread another 15
cases to the townspeople of New
London. And in the rare disease
department, Connecticut residents
came up with two cases of
meningitis,- five cases of dysentery, four hookworm infections,
and last but not least, the
aforementioned leprosy case.

The Department of Religion
of Trinity College
requests the honor of your presence at
THE MICHAEL P. GETLIN LECTURE IN RELIGION
In memory of Captain Michael P. Getlin, Class of 1962

The Making of a Redeemer Nation
Puritanism and Rationalism in the American National Faith:
Reflections on the History and Present State of a Dual Patriotic Heritage

to be given by
SYDNEY E. AHLSTROM
Professor of American History and Modern Religious History,
Yale U niversity

CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE

Phone 247-0234

• *1
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AND YOUR PIZZA WILL BE READY
WHEN YOU ARRIVE

Tuesday, April 22, 1975
8 p.m.
Washington Room of MatheriCampus Center

r . . v is iiu ivi|n.(i. \ p i i i . - r>.

NORTH AMERICA'S LARGEST SERVICE

$2.75 per page

SEND NOW FOR LATEST CATALOG.
dose $2.00 to cover return

ESSAY SERVICES
BOX 1218
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y. 14302

(416)366-6549
Our research material is sold
for research assistance only.
CAMPUS REPS REQUIRED
PLEASE WRITE
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Meets Fairfield Toddy

Bowdoin Crushes Varsity Lacrosse, 19-7
Displaying some of the talent
that had lain dormant in their
opening two losses, the Trinity
(reshman
baseball
team
rebounded during the past week as
they recorded a 2-1 record in three
home contests. The baby Bantams
notched their initial victory on
Tuesday as they routed the
Williams freshman 13-7. The Bants
followed up on Wednesday by
downing Hotchkiss 10-9, but ended
their win skein on Friday by losing
to the Central Connecticut J.V.'s in'
extra innings, 4-2.

Against Williams, Trinity scored
in every inning but one to overcome a 7 run explosion by the
Visitors in the third inning. The
Purple Cows were able to take
advantage of starting pitcher Dave
Peters' wildness to gain a 7-2 lead
after Trinity had scored a pair of
first inning tallies. Jack Rioux
came on in relief of Peters, and
after giving up several run-scoring
hits, settled down to pitch almost
flawless baseball over the final
four innings.
Offensively, Trinity was led bv

Frosh Baseball
Rebounds
by. Lander and Childers
This week, Trin's varsity
lacrosse team faced two of its
toughest opponents and came out
on the short end of the stick, so to
speak, in both contests. The
Bantams lost a close, well-played
game to the Lord Jeffs of Amherst
on Tuesday, and were soundly
thumped by a nationally-ranked
Bowdoin squad on the weekend.
The Amherst game was not
decided until the final minutes,
when the Jeff's Rob Minicucci
broke the 8-8 tie, and a Trinity
penalty gave Amherst control of
the ball for the remainder of the
game. The first period was rather
sloppy on the part of both teams,,as
Minicucci scored twice to Nick
Bensley's lone goal, but both sides
I improved in the second period.
I Amherst jumped to a 3-1 lead only
X thirty seconds into the quarter, but
y attackman Mark Cleary took a
nice pass -from Bensley and
pumped it in one minute later, The
•• Trin defense held off several
scoring threats^ with Jerry
LaPlante getting in a great hit on
an. unfortunate Amherst lad.
Bensley then found Chris Mooney
for a man-up goal to tie the game at
6:40, but Amherst had a similar
opportunity shortly thereafter, and
held a 4-3 advantage at the half.

tie it up again. Moore gave the
Bruins the lead once more, and
then Bensley did it alone to make it
3-3. However, the Bears scored
another three in the remainder of1
the half, matched only by a crowd
pleasing shot by Chris Mooney
which goalie Garrison never laid
eyes on.
The second half was another
story. Mooney made it 6-5, but
Bowdoin's relentless offense took
advantage of several Trinity
penalties to make it 14-5, but let's
not dwell on that. Mike Moffitt and
Peter Braman each tallied once for
the hapless Bantams, but Bowdoin
hung on to win it, 19-7. So much for
that. Trin goes to Fairfield this
afternoon, • Holy Cross on Thursday, hosts M.I.T. on Saturday and
the University of Rhode Island on
Monday. The laxmen could have a
winning record by this time next
week, so hang in there, fans.

Classified
Lost Dog: Black Lab. Answers
to " H a i t i . " 2. years old. 85
pounds. Lost on Saturday at the
Lacrosse game. If you have any
information please call Bill
Prowell 249-0018.

The third period was opened with
a repeat performance by Mooney.
Trin was still playing a good game,
trading penalties with Jeffs, but
middie Ellis scored a pair of backto-back goals to make it 6-4. After
turning, back a flurry of shots by
the Bantam offense, the Amherst
goalie finally succumbed to the
efforts of the freshman Hilltopper
middies, as Clay Carley passed to
Greg Madding, who fed Steve Peid
for the score. The game was getting pretty rough as the fourth
quarter rolled around. Amherst
finally managed to score, as Tunis
scooped in a rebound when a shot
to the solar plexus put goalie Jeff
Ford momentarily out of it. The
Offense took offense to this, as
Mooney hit Cleary for one, then
midfielder Rich Tucci took it in
alone to tie the game at 7-7. Things
were getting tense. Amherst
scored with five minutes left, but
Mooney kept hustling, putting
away a pass from middie Dave
Lewis only seconds Later. Once
again, through, it was Minicucci
who made the difference, taking a
fast break all the way to make it 89. Despite a valiant Trin effort,-the
i Jeffs held on to the1 lead for the
remaining minute. The Bants
.1 couldn't force a turnover, and time
ran out with the Lord Jeffs holding
the winning margin.
Saturday's rain-marred game
against the (5-2) Bowdoin Polar
Bears started out much like the
previous game ended. Goals were
traded throughout the first half,
with Bensley setting up Cleary, to
make it 1-1, after the Bear's Robby
Moore scored his first of six goals
for the day. Bowdoin's Bannister
scored next, and was answered by
Trinity's Chris Max, who took a
fast break, passed to Bensley at the
edge of the crease, and put Bensley's .return .pass vover . the

several players who all contributed home run, a double and driving in team, had entered the contest in
heavily to the winning cause. Al four runs in his three at bats. He the sixth inning at second base, a
Waugh, Mike Brennan, Jack Rioux also scored twice while playing position that had been somewhat of
and Jim Smith had two hits apiece, well behind the plate.
a sore point during the first three
with Brennan and Smith having 4
Larry Moody had another fine games. His performance won him
and 3 RBFs respectively. Larry afternoon, as his baserunning a starting position in the Central
Moody and Waugh both scored heroics helped set up several Connecticut game and he turned in
three times also.
Trinity rallies. Larry had three an excellent
performance,
The fifth inning was the key for stolen bases, giving him a total of deserving of the starting slot.
the Bantams as they scored four six on the year. He also scored
The Central game, played under
times.to take the lead for good. twice.
cold
and blustery skies on Friday
Moody led off by reaching on a
Jack Rious, Rob Claflin and Jim afternoon was probably the best
pitcher's error, then stole second. Smith all played their part in the played
game of the year. It turned
Al Waugh walked and then both victory. Each had two base hits, into a pitching
duel between two
runners moved up on Jim Leone's with Claflin doubling twice and
pitchers, Mike Brennan
fielders choice. Mike Brennan then Smith and Rioux once apiece. fireballing
Trinity and John Birecki of
came through with the key hit, a Smith also continued to show some of
Central.
However, Birecki hurt his
single into left scoring both run- fine defensive work at shortstop, arm in the
sixth inning and was
ners. Brennan made it all the way where he has become the key to the
by Steve Sacco, who
*to third on a combination of errors Trinity infield. Defensive com- replaced
turned in a fine relief performance
by the visitors.
pliments should also be extended to to earn the win.
Jack Rioux kept the rally going Al Waugh, who has done a great
Central had taken an early 1-0
by scoring Brennan on a single to job in left field, coming up with one lead in the first inning on a single
deep short, then scored himself on super play after another.
by Tom Hickey and a double by
a Jim Smith single after Rob
Trinity's big inning on Wed- Stan Kozlowski. Trinity came back
Claflin had strolled. Rioux's run nesday was the first, where the in the fifth to take a 2-1 lead when
made it 10-6 and the Bantams Bant's notched 5 runs to take a lead Artie Blake walked, Hank
added three more runs in the sixth they never relinquished. Moody Finkenstaedt singled and Larry
to wrap up the victory.
and Waugh both walked to start Moody and Al Waugh both
On Wednesday, Trinity made it things off, then Jim Leone came sacrificed, scoring one run. Jim
two victories in a row by downing through with a big base hit to load Leone singled to score the second
Hotchkiss 10-9. The Bants had to the bases. Brennan walked, run.
hang on to withstand a desperate scoring Moody, and Jack Rioux
An error and a walk got Central
Hotchkiss rally which netted the followed by hitting into a fielder's one run to tie the game in the sixth,
visitors five runs in the seventh choice which scored both Waugh but a perfect throw by Artie Blake
inning, after Trinity had built up a and Leone. Rob Claflin doubled nailed Joe Rustico at home on a
comfortable 10-4 lead.
Rioux home $nd Jim Smith kept short ground out to prevent Central
Jack Rioux came, off his brilliant things going by doubling to score from taking the lead.
relief stint of the day before to start Claflin and put Trinity on top by 5However, the visitors came up
and go all the way for Trinity. It 0.
with two runs on a pair of walks
was the first complete game that
The visitors put quite a scare into and a base hit to win the game in
had been pitched by a Bantam Coach Don Miller's crew as they the eighth inning.
pitcher this year.
sandwhiched a wild streak of three
Coach Miller was rather pleased
straight walks around a couple of with the team's progress, but noted
Trinity was led offensively by a base hits and an error "to charge that they had yet to reach their full
horde of players as nearly within a run. However, Artie Blake potential. He pointed out the strong
everyone of the starters had at saved the victory with a fine hitting and the improved defense
least one base1 hit. Mike Brennan running catch of a difficult pop fly as the team's strongest points, but
had another of his outstanding behind second base to end the expressed his hope for continued
performances, smashing a long game, Blake, a latecomer to the improvement.

and Black Angus bull to complete research on Russian
History paper.

Looking for someone to type
your papers?. Call Frances 5250080. Reasonable rates.

Short-haired poetry freak seeks
tutorial in Sappho, George
Herbert, and Ferlinghetti. Will
draw any conclusions desired if
English credit guaranteed. >

Kathryn Wood, campus counselor for students interested in
Christian Scie-ice, welcomes
calls for assistance, 249-2595.
Next campus visit, May 1st,
Library, 5;30-7 p.m.

Obsequious sycophant seeks
polymorphous
deontologically
oriented pseudoexistentialist to
flesh out quasi-philosophical
hangups. Must be sincere. Apply
D. Webster, Box 1044.

Last twoweeks to order skirts,
wraps, and jumpers! Denim,
patchwork, corduroy; regular
length and below-the-knee; S5J8; Wheaton 110. 246-5585.
Accurate typing on IBM
Selectric. Dependable, Ms.
Bernice Berman, 521-3511.
Singer-Pianist-Songwriter-Solo.
Needs manager. All talent—no
gumption. Tel. 525-7998.
Crazed history major, 20,
female, looking for pully system

Full-time Summer Work
with the Southwestern
Company
Primary
Requirements:
l) Must be very independent
. 2) Must have entire
summer free
3) Must be able to
relocate (midwest) for the
summer
The interviews will be held
on Thursday, April 24 at
1:00 p.m. promptly in the
Alumni House in the Living
Room on the second floor.

Trinity Varsity Lightweight
Crew, complete with cox', look
for stunning blond for fun
weekend in Philadelphia, May 912. Will supply the Dutch Apple
yogurt. Are desparafe! Inquire,
Bliss Boathouse, ask for " R . c . "
Persons who like to get high
invites other interested persons
to a dope smoking contest. If its
any fun at all, we don't care who
wins—but we'll have fun trying!
Call 246-3405.

HILTON HOTEL
BARBER SHOP
•-

Paul Btais &
Mr. Vasilios
Hair Stylists to Men
and Ms. Esther
manicurist & stylist

Modern Barber Shop
for Modern Men
Full Service Barber Shop
free Parking in Hotel Gorogs
Member of Who's Wh» in
tttfl't Hair Styling

247-8386

249-5611

iV..'.•/.'•,"•.

/,'•.
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AC/DC live wire looking for
connection. Inquire, Smith 309,
nights.

A multi-media slide and sound presentation focussing on the
problems of dealing with a groundless universe—a
challenging statement designed to stimulate thoughtful
discussion.
All are invited
Sponsored by Trinity Christian Fellowship

417 N«T

Cor. Ford & Pearl St.
J

Dwarf elevator operator, 19,
male, looking for Jane Russell
look-a-like, with no feet. Inquire
High Rise 104, 524-1909. Ask for
Chuck.

Britain Av»,
HARTFORD

TOM REI LEY'S

DVD

* X

NEAR
HILLSIDE AVE
"TRINITY

PACKAGE STORE
HOME OF THE "VINTAGE WINE CLUB"

Grow Your Wings
Have you ever wondered
at the beauty and freedom of a soaring hawk?
The gracefulness of a
gull? Then maybe it is
time to grow your own
wings. ConnAir at
Brainard Field in Hartford can turn your
dreams into reality.
With friendly instructors and a flock of airplanes, ConnAir is the
most pleasant place in the Harlford area to learn lo
fly. It's not that expensive either.
Drop by or call us:522-9191 We'll be glad to
explain the details.
Brainard Field
, -. . Hartford,.Conn.
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Crew Captures Four of Six Races
Under poor conditions of driving
wind and choppy water, Trinity
met with crews from Drexel, St.
Josephs and Georgetown at
Princeton University's 2000 meter
course on Lake Carnegie. Despite
winds gusting up to forty mtles-anhour, Trinity took four of the six
races, including the two varsity
races.
The second freshmen, racing
against Georgetown, took the lead
right at the start of the day's first
race. By the time they settled off
the start, Trinity had two seats and
continued to move on Georgetown.
After a series of tens, the frosh
lights had a commanding lead at
the 100 meter mark with open
water between them and the
Georgetown
freshmen.
Georgetown freshmen came back '
strongly with 500 meters to go but
were held off by a ten strategicly
called by Cox Malcolm Daniel.
Trin sprinted for thirty strokes to
finish 71/2 seconds ahead, or about
two lengths. The second frosh are

now 4-0 for the season having
beaten five crews in four races.
The first freshmen also won their
race over Georgetown, Drexel and
St. Joes. Trinity blew Georgetown
and Drexel off the water and out of
the race at the start but were
behind St. Joes by two seats. Cox
Jake Viriton, sensing that St. Joes
was struggling to keep their lead,
kept his crew grinding until the last
500 meters when he took a pop.
This put Trin out ahead by one
length. St. Joes sprinted madly to
catch up, but tricky steering by
Trin allowed our first freshmen to
win by l.Z second, or nearly a half
length.
The j.v. heavies raced against
last year's national small college
j.v. heavy champs and despite a
good effort, were overwhelmed by
49 seconds. St. Joes won the race
with Georgetown second and
Trinity third.
The most disappointing race of
the day was the j.v. lights who have
all worked very hard to overcome

injuries and their loss to a very and jumped by both Drexel and
tough Coast Guard crew last week. Georgetown. At the settle, Trinity
After a fine start, Trin took two was a length up on Drexel and 11/2
seats, took a ten and gained two up on Georgetown. From there on
more in thirty strokes. After the in, it was Trinity and Drexel, At the
settle, Cox Carey Laport called a 500 meter mark, one quarter of the
hard ten and the j.v.'s took three race completed, Drexel made a
more seats. They kept opening up strong bid and popped. Trinity cox
until the 1000 meter mark when Will Matthews answered with a
Georgetown began to move and hard ten that held Drexel off. That
close Trin's length and a half lead. was the race all the way: Drexel's
By the 1500 meter mark, ten or pop answered by a Trinity
Georgetown was one half length up ten. "I would wait until Drexel was
on the j.v.'s. Georgetown muscled half way into their ten. Then I'd
by to win by 4.7 seconds.
call mine and Drexel would fall
The Varsity lightweights con- back," said Matthews. At the 1400
tinued their unbeaten, streak by meter mark, Drexel really came
winning their race against on, but the tenacious lights held
Georgetown and last years Dad them off. "Going into the sprint,"
Vail Lightweight champs, Drexel. said Matthews, "I was scared.
By 2:40 p.m, starting time for the Drexel can move unexpectedly on
lights race, the wind had picked up you and go right through." They
considerably and played havoc for didn't. Trin held off on the spring
fifteen minutes as the three crews until Drexel was well into theirs,
tried to line up. Finally, the race and dashed across the line 3.2
was started: Trinity was even with seconds ahead, beating Drexel by a
Drexel and down by a seat on length.
Georgetown after the initial five
Similar wind problems held the
strokes. Trin clicked in, however, varsity heavies on the stake boats

for a good ten minutes, with
Georgetown, St. Joes and Trinity
waiting for Drexel to line up, "We
had a good start," said Cox Andy
Anderson, "around a 46." Trinity
had four seats on St. Joes by the
settle and at less than a length on
Drexel and Georgetown, both of
who fell steadily behind for the rest
of the 1850 meters; it was a St. Joes
and Trinity race. By 500 meters,
Trinity had gained another seat on
St. Joes and at the 1000 meter
mark, both crews took tens: here
Trinity took another 4 seats. St.
Joes popped at the 1100 meters
mark and regained two seats but
Anderson answered with a twenty
and pulled ahead with open water.
With 600 meters left, Trinity took a
pop with powerhouse Captain Phil
Wendler driving the stroke up to 40.
They moved a half a length there
and held the lead until the spring
with 300 meters to go winning by
3.2 seconds, ahead of St. Joes by a
length. Georgetown was back 23.2
seconds. No time was recorded for
Drexel.

Routed By Conn. College, 11-4

Woman's Lacrosse Rebuilding From Winless 1974
When only about fourteen people
showed up for practice last year
and it takes twelve to make a
lacrosse team1 and the final season
record is 0-7-1, things did not look
too promising for this season. But
that is not the right attitude to take
and Trinity's women proved that"
having close to forty girls appear
for the first lacrosse practice.
Obviously, some have dropped
since the beginning, but we still
have a large team of thirty-one.
When you compare that to the fact
that four out of the nine teams we
play only have a varsity and that it
took a lot of calling and planning to
schedule five junior varsity games,
it is impressive. Added to this, we
have three spirited captains in
Margo Halle, Barbara Hayden,
and Jane Papps, and, also, brand
new uniforms comprised of gold
knee socks, blue and gold plaid
kilts, and gold shirts. With these,
we began our season with high
hopes.
Well, we needed more than new
outfits and high hopes when we
faced Conn College in our first

game. They were a fast team that
had already begun their competitive schedule. This is important as our major problem was
nerves. The first half consisted of,
on Trinity's part, dropped balls
and misthrown passes. We did,
however, score first on a Barb
Hayden goal, but (hey retaliated by
scoring two. Hayden scored once
more to tic it at two all, but from
then on it was all Conn. They
scored three more that half to lead
at half-time 5-2 and totally
dominated the second half outscoring Trinity 6-2 making the final
score 11-4. Margo Halle provided
both second half goals. Almost
from the beginning, it was a
defensive game as we played not to
score, but rather to keep them
from scoring. They made us play
their style of game. Recognition
must go to Laura Mountcastle who
played' an outstanding game
dominating the defense. We did
display some spirts of excellence in
the latter part of the second half,
but by then the damage was done

for this game. We were disappointed, but knew we could do
much better.
And that we did in our second
game at Yale. This time there were
no excessive dropped balls and it
was apparent that we -wanted to
win. We were an agressive team
that fought hard for loose balls and
cut to players needing help. Yale
scored first, but shortly afterward
Margo Halle evened it. Yale
proceeded Lo score the next, tow,
but once more Trinity did not let
down as Susan Eckles and Sally
Rogers scored. However, Yale
scored twice more and the halftime
score was 5-3. During halftime, it
was discussed how there was no
reason to lose as we were equal, if
not better than Yale. Well, a loud,
inspiring cheer did not provide the
spark Trinity had in the first half
and we proceeded to play
sluggishly in the second period.
Whereas before there was consistency in passing and a good flow
from defense to offense, the
defense had trouble getting the ball
to -the offense. When we did

Track Stampedes Amherst, 104-50
By Gary Morgans
The Trinity track team opened
its first outdoor season under head
coach Richard Hazelton with an
impressive 104-50 win over
Amherst College last Saturday at
Dan Jessee field. It was the first
Bantam victory over Amherst
since 1967. Most times and
distances were depressed by the
cool and rainy weather.
Clearly the Bantams are a different team from last year, when
the squad went winless in five
contests. The track team has
acquired a strong crew of freshmen, as evidenced the underclassmen's role in Saturday's
meet, where they accounted for
lalf of Trinity's points.
Top scorer for the Bantams was
reshman Harvey Bumpers, who
Dlaced first in three of his four
ivents, Bumpers copped both the
ong jump and 100 yard dash, and
ed off the winning quarter mile
-elay team. He was joined in the
spring sprints by Co-Captain Gary
Worgans, who gained a first in the
20 and a second in the century, as
veil as running on the sprint relay
George Piligian and Walter

relay event for Trinity.
missed breaking the Trinity record
Dave Paulin '78 edged out co- as he attempted 13' 7 1/2".
Captain Vic Novak, twice in the
Hobie Porter and Amhersji's
field, as the duo went 1-2 in both the Stadler traded firsts and seconds in
discus and shot put. Marc Montini the 120 high and 440 intermediate
and John Connelly took thirds, as hurdles, with Porter winning the
the Bantams swept both events. shorter event. Rich Wang
Connelly also garnered a second in managed a third in the highs, as
the 35 pound hammer throw, the did Jeff Clark in the Intermediates.
lone Trinity place. Amherst also
proved victorious in the javelin,
The distance events proved to be
but Ron Grand Pre and Tom Heslin the Bantams weakest area, but
virtually nullified the gain with a 2- provided
a
scene
quite
3 finish in the spear chuck.
unreminiscent of recent years '9-0
The Bantams
thoroughly blanks in these events. Jim Forbes
dominated the jumps-long, triple, took a second in the mile and a
and high-outscoring the Lord Jeffs third in the two mile, and freshman
24-3. John Ziewacz won in the triple . Dan Howe joined him in the mile
jump, and added to Bumpers' with a third place finish. Ned
victory in the long jump with a Hawkins and Rich Lovering went
third place show. Freshman 2-3 in the half mile, as did Walter
Bucklin and Brett Maclnnes Champion and Don Baur in the
foliowed Ziewacz with a second quarter.
and third respectively in the triple.
Today the - harriers travel to
Maclnnes then led a Bantam chilly
Williamstown for a contest
sweep of the high jump, trailed by with the
Ephmen and Saturday the
Tom Lines and Bucklin,
track team presents its conThe three year old pole vaulting tribution to Spring Weekend with a
combination of Joe Calabro and meet against Wesleyan, the
Hal Smullen w,ent 1-2 for the first Bantams last home, contest.
time eVer, as both men cleared 13' Barring a total catastrophe,
0" in the best Trinity performances Trinity should trounce the Car-

rediscover our spark, Yale had
scored twice to make it 7-3. Hayden
scored two to make it 7-5 and time
ran out. But there certainly cannot
be any discouragement. It was a
well-played, exciting game and the
whole team and Coach Sheppard
regard it as a victory. There was
fluency in the cutting and passing
between the homes, Eckles,
Hayden, and Halle with help from
the wings Laurie Tanner and Sally

Kogers and center Ellen Burchenal. The defense played a
controlled man-to-man game with
Amey Witbeck, Janie Papps, and
Liz Barnes playing exceptionally
and goalie Karen Blakeslee played
well in goal during the second half.
We have an away game Monday
April 21 at Rosemary Hall. Our
first game home is against Brown
today at 3:45. Both varsity and
junior varsity will be playing. We
encourage you all to come.

Frosh Lacrosse
Downed In Opener
The J.V. lacrosse team opened
their season after 7 days of
practice last Wednesday with a 7-2
defeat at the hands of TrinityPawling. The limited practice took
its toll on the Bantams, as lack of
execution hurt them throughout
the contest.
Trinity opened the game with a
flurry of 4 shots and 2 goals in the
first 4, minutes of action. Attackman J.J. (Otto) Brucato
tallied the first with a rebound off a
Geoff Leonard shot, and Dan Cote
followed with a fine lamp-lighter of
his own. Unfortunately, Trinity
couldn't keep the pace up, and
Trinity-Pawling, despite some
death-defying saves by Bantam net
minder Bruce Goldberg, scored 7
straight goals, controlled the
game; and came away with a 7-2

victory. One of the few bright spots
for Trinity was the play of their
man-down defense, featuring "The
Uncoachables" - Karl Herbst, Jeff
Voigt, Joe Carroll, Mike Bonsignore, and Bill Shoff. The Uncoachables allowed only one goal
in nine attempts and that occured
in a two man down situation.
Coach Bill Sferro was encouraged by the fact that his
charges "improved as the game
wore on", but he noted that their
main problem - the inability to
clear the ball - will have to be
solved if they are going to
dominate future games. Sferro •
said that he is looking forward to a
successful season and he hopes his
main objective, developing his
team's potential - will be accomplished.

Swim Show
On Thursday and Friday,
April 24 & 25, the synchronized
swimming club of Trinity will
perform their 4th annual
synchronized swimming
show. The show will be at 8
p.m.. both nights at the Ferris
Athletic Center pool. Admission is free.
This year the swimmers will
salute the bicentennial by
presenting "Time Tunnel
USA", a seagull's eye view of
American history.

For those unfamiliar with
synchronized swimming, it is
the same thing as water
ballet— swimming to music.
The synchronized swimming
group began at Trinity four
years .ago in association with
Hartford Hospital School of
Nursing. Last year women
from St. Joseph's also joined
the group. This year around 30
swimmers have worked hard
to t prepare their splash
through the pages of history.

